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alleged as&ociates.
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"ft follows: -.'' "
Black Hand Letter
"Already our band" has you down
on the register of dead. Take the

street as your friend Petrosint did
that you are that you
content yourself with trying to avoid
the payment of ten thousand dollars
but by the blood of God we are be
hind you. No one can belong to our
band who has not killed ten. We've
killed ten. We've killed kings and
emperors. You cannot escape. Do
not think it. We know you are rich
and must give up some blood. Tell
SECRET SERVICE AGENTS
the police and you are dead."
HOT BED OF MAFIA
Another Detective Marked. ,
IN OHIO TOWN
Chicago, June 9. The alleged plot
to assassinate Detective Gabriel Lon
gobardi. of the Black "Hand squad of
D
C
E
N
E
V
lXCEISIIN ATING E l
the Chicago police force, was reveal
ed by Longobardi, today. Longobardi
arrested two Italians, one for
,
CURDL-"recently
TRUNK FULL OF BLOOD
and
murder
another for ail attempted
ING LETTERS AND L1TERAT- ,
"
Black Hand plot. The . latter Italian
URE FOUND
today wrote the detective, telling
him of a ;ail delivery plot, together
with a project to. kill him and thus
CAPTURE carry
AN
put the sentence of death Im
posed by the black band society. SevPETROSINI eral weeks ago Longobardi was stab
SLAYER OF JOSEPH
bed by a loitering Italian near his
BELIEVED TO BE AMONG
home. Longobardi
has been very
THOSE ARRESTED .
successful in bis search for Italian
criminals.
beWhat
is
9.
June
O.,
Cincinnati.,
lieved to be the' opening wedge In the U. S. SENATE KETMS
prosecution of a monster Black Hand
exorganization' with. . ramifications .
HIGH RATE ON WOOL
"the
United
of
all
v
to
parts
tending
'witharrest
the
States, began today
of half a dozen Italians headed by
Washington, June ; 9. By 8n aye
Sam Lima, of Marion, Ohio, on the and nay vote, 40 to 30, the senate to
charge of extortion. The theory of day, adopted the finance committee
the New York police la that it Is no amendment, restoring the Dingley ta
local society but a powerful criminal riff rate of 30 cents on wool tops
organization with members every- waste and other wastes. Tbe house
where exacting tribute from thou- rate was 20 cents. The progressive
sands of fear stricken Italians.
republicans generally voted with the
The federal officials eay they have democrats against the Increase.
Senator Warren of Wyoming spoke
evidence that tbe fruit store of Joe
Rizzo at Marion, was the headquar- on the tariff on wool. There never
ters of the society in this country. was a time," said he, "when the wool
Rizzo la under arrest. Antonio Mar growers have been prosperous unless
woolen manufacturers were also
eiai and Tony Bicherio have been

CATTLE

.

FIVE O'CLOCK

9, 1909

DOBBYNS IS

ii i

BACK

GET OFF

. the
Santa Fe special agents
department has placed an expense "of
nearly two thousand dollars upon the
taxpayers cf Sin. Miguel and Colfax
counties, which might easily have
been avoided. Like the hunter who
had hold of the bear's tall, and
a
could not let go, bo these
officials have got hold of Dobbyns
and cannot get rid of him. It Is claimed by soma reputable physicians who
have examined Dobbyns-- , that he is
feigning insanity, but many believe
he is" the victim of oyerzealous

EDITION.

MANIAC

COURT

MANY

MA- -'

GUILTY BY

JURY;
SANCHEZ, CHARG
ED WITrf ATTEMPTED RAPE,
'
GOES FREE

NEPOMUCENO

'
WOUNDS FAIL
TO FEA2E NEW YORKER

BULLET

NOT

FOUND

over-zealou-

UNFORTUNATE ' RAILROAD
CHINIST NOW A ; RAVING

STOCKMEN
SETTLE
CRIMINAL CASE OUT OF

WYOMING

SLAUGHTERED

IN

ASM

EASY

IN JAIL

H

JUNE

WEDNESDAY,

ed by

Ugly WTetch

l

MEXICO,

ia the belongings of Lima and his

SUSPECTS

IOTAST

fEW

.

9.
Thomas
York, , June
Smith, who yesterday had a ; fight
EE on the roof of his house with "five AN
men. one of whom shot him through
the stomach, After which he. chased

New

SHEEP HAS

BEEN

IN

SANTA

All

MGOT

SESSION

A
WITH VICTIMS TO WHILE , IN TERRITORIAL PEN1-- k Johu.McNally to the street, beating JURORS FINALLY REACHED
OF
HOURS
:
AFTER
VERDICT
TRIAL
TENTIARY AWAITING
ESCAPE POSSIBLE TERM IN
him, and then back to the" roof,
"
;
BALLOTING
where he beat him some more, if
INSANITY RETURNS '
PENITENTIARY
not dead is wandering1 about with
three (bullets In his body. After his
A
DASTARDLY
OUTRAGE EASE OF PERSECUTION fight, Smith went to a hospital, FEED FARM A' I ON TRIAL
where the surgeons told him he
must submit to aa operation or die.
MUST'
LAMBS
WERJE PURSUED BY RAILROAD SLEUTHS Smith refused and put oa his clothes BOARDING HOUSE KEEPER
OF
THOUSANDS
. ,
OF
CHARGE
ANSWER TO
FOR MONTHS, CAPTURED
KILLED NEAR SUNDANCE BY
has not been
and walked out.-H- e
LARCENY.
Gift AND
AND TORTURED.
eeen since.
MEMBERS OF VENDETTA.
COMPROMISE

"
The jury In the case of the Terri
June 9. According to a With tbe return today to the territo SANTA ROSA AUTO
of C. W. R. Dobbyns,
tory OI New Mexico vs. neiwuivi.o-nRepublican special from Sundance, rial insane asylum
Sanchez, charged with assault
LINE A CERTAINTY
Ra- '
Wyoimng, the criminal case which formerly a Santa Fe machinist at
Intent to rape Lina Garduno, at
with
- who has been confined In the
ton,"the
of
sheep
grew out Of the raiding
the corner of Grand ana Mam
'
safed. J. Fredericks, of Watrous, who avenues, on April 16th last, after becamps and burning of ranch buildings penitentiary at Santa Fe for
of tbe Rodney King Sheep company keeping, awaiting his trial In the dis- proposes to establish an' automobile ing cut all night, and failing to
and the Guthrie Sheep company In trict court for Colfax county," is re- lino between Las Vegas and Santa agree, wt 9:30 o'clock this morning
returned into court a verdict or not
Crook county has been settled out called a tale, the detail of which is
Rosa, and later between. Mora and
of court. The nine defendant cattle
guilty, and the defendant was disIn the extreme. . The unfor- this
revolting
was
conference
in
'
today
city,
and
men have paid all the damages
charged..
tunate, prisoner was brought to Las with prominent business men and late
This verdict of the jury waa In the
expenses of .fche litigation and agreed
to those 'Who
not to again molest the sheepmen. Vegas by H. "C. Garrett, assistant su- this afternoon announced he had nature of a
Valuable range is also left to the perintendent of the penitentiary and. completed all arrangements,
and heard the testimony, ind It must
use of the sheepmen.
that the line would ' be in operation have been that some of the jury re-- ,
Dr, David Knappr of Santa Fe.
Orin
Last
December
Squires,
will be remembered that about by July 1. The securing of the mail garded the lyoung man as guilty, pw.
It
George Martin, Sam McKean, Dan. a
contract between this city and Santa ing to the time they were consulting
"ago The Optic published in
wa an
Mossburg, Jeft Mulholland, Stanley fullyear
the story of Dobbyns arrest. Hosa, a la understood on. very good about the case. The defense
Baugh, Andy McKean, Isaac McKean his Incarceration
to
Mr.
be
made
will
testimony
sublet
largely
by
alibi
up
authority,
in the county jaln
were arrestand
Raton and later Fredericks by A. A. Sena, the - pres of relatives of Sanchez, some fifteen
ed in connection with the wholesale ot Polfax COunty
witnesses In number, who swor that
flnement in .the- - Insane asy- - ent holder of the contract,
fiscated will fill, two mail jtouchent with a sneer that tbe woolen manu siaugmer of "herds of theep and Ihe IW
the plans
Mr. he was playing .the .guitar at n' party
to
According
mm. r ?
'"k
The officers say they have evidence facturera and the growers have an burning of ranch property. AccordDobbyns was a machinist, working Fredericks he. will, ..put, 'on Inter in the house of Mr& Amelia Borrego,
of a system of books kept, showing agreement. Iask in all seriousness ing to today's report Squires and for the Santa Fe at Raton. He was national touring cars of the high in East Las Vegas at 8:15, the Um
th6 amount extracted from the vic- whether or not that is a proper thing to Martin made a confession tellinz nf
with putting emery in. the wheeled solid tire type. .These ma when it was alleged by the territory
tims and how divided among "the do or whether they should have each the formation of a vendetta to drive Parged
oil
of
cups
engines. Before he could chines are of twenty horse power and the assault was committed.
out the sheep men. Later they demembers of the gang. The authori- by the throat."
A' broad smile came over the face
miles
be
he left for Mexico, and capable of making twenty-fiv- e
arrested
ties say tha society In this country Is Senator Dolliver referred to the rag nied this confession, but when the secured a
an
As.
hour.
Sanchez when the foreman of the
road
of
to
In
Santa
the
Rosa
railroad
the
position
directly allied with a tiimilar one in trust and Warren said he expected It compromise was made it was accept- ehops at Monterey.
is mountainous nearly all of its sev- jury announced the verdict of not
was
he
Later
ed.
Italy and Sicily. The conspirators was organised largely on the plan of
located there by Santa Fe sleuths, ar enxy-twmnes, witn numberless ar- guilty, and he left tbe court room
are said to bave sent $3000 mouthlyl the wool jellers as he had heard
and
rested
and
and
creeks to cross! the im surrounded
thrown
at
into
royos
by his relatives
prison
MAN
VIRGINIA
ELECTED
.)
to Italy.
nothing of it until the senator from
excelwas
of
where
he
such
had
made
who
low
six
the
Monterey,
friends,
practibility
wheeled,
kept
using
HEAD OF MYSTIC SHRINE
A Big Catch
from Iowa mentioned it.
months before extradition
papers pneumatic tired automobiles is easily lent witnesses In his behalf.
June 9. United
Marion, Ohio,
were
out
for
In
him
gotten
Farnham Case on Trial
Washing
apparent
Louisville June 9. George L. Street
States Secret Service Agent J. F. Old- - FAITHFUL MASTIFF
ton.
Mr. Fredericks says he will uut on
The case of the Territory vs. Fred
of
was
Richmond,
Va.,
advanced
from
an
field, who arrested Sam Lima,
No sooner was he landed in prison machines large
enough to carry pas- Farnham was on trial la the district
imperial 'potentate to imperial in the Mexico town,
Italian fruit merchant of this city
PREVENTS A ROBBERY deputy
according to sengers, niail, baggage
and light crart today. Farnham is charged with
Nobles
potentate,
the
Italiof
as
leader
of
the
the
Mystic statements made by him and 'verified
yesterday,
"He expects to make the trie larceny of household gooda from the
freight
sucan Black 'Hand society in the United
Will Schau, a dishwasher at the, Shrine, at today's meeting. He
by special Santa Fe officers, than he to and from Santa Rosa in a day, dwelling of Mra. Bertha Regensberg,
States, today took his prisoner, to- Bismark restaurant, lost a, coat and ceeds Edwin I. Alderman, of Cedar was subjected to barbarous crueltie One car will
leave La Vegas early on Eleventh' street, in ' East Las
gether with, a trunk full of incrimin- a pair of pants by theft from his room Rapids, Iova. The Shrinera still have and Indignities by the officials of the in the
morning, arrfving at Santa Vegas. Some months ago Mra. Regensating letters found in Lima's store, to in a building Immediately adjoining, possession of the city, and will close Mexican penitentiary. His treatment Ros
noon. Oa the return
about
'
their sessions tomorrow with a in the Mexican
All but two of the seven some days ago.
.
Columbus.
trip berg returned to her old home In
prison,,, it Js said, It will leave Santa Rosa about three
Gusdalupita, Mora County, on a visit,
men arrested with Lima, have been
,
Last night about 7,o'clock perhaps grand celebration.
caused him to become insane. He was o'clock,
here
in
the
reaching
evening. leaving a neighbor In charge of her
released. These two alfao have letters the same thief, a Mexican woman,
brought to Las - Vegas more than a Two cars will be
on
the
line to house In the city. During her ab
put
TWENTY
FIREMEN
skulls
and
with
HURLED
to
came
reback
room
his
bleeding
after the
signed
year ago, committed to the asylum
. 1. .,
1
.4111
r
with
i
begin'
Las
leaving
Vegas and sence, a brussels carpet a number of
INTO A ROARING FURNACE and in three months was
ueuriti. Decree ngern-a- ate buii sctutu- mainder of hie personal effects. Howdischarged Santa Rosa
and in table cloths, and napkins, a parlor ta-- ,
simultaneously,
of
the
members
for
other
gang ever, "Rex," the big English mastiff,
lng"
as cured, and turned over to the Sancaso
the
business
more ble and numerous other rticles were
justifies, then
in this vicinity. A brother of Lima was on guard in the rear of the resHalifax, N. S., June 9. Twenty ta Fe special agents who placed
'
taken from the dwelling and later
has disappeared and another brother taurant and entered a ' protest by men were hurled into a burning build-i- r him in the jail at Raton. He was cars, will be' added. .
Ar. auto line to Mora will be estab found in tha house of Fred Farnham
has been traced to Italy. The letters growling and barking agains any furg while fighting a fire which threat- later taken to the penitentiary at Sanfound in Lima's store are all threat- ther depredations on the premises.
ened to destroy the plant of the ta Fe for safekeeping pending his lished later, if the proper encourage who was conducting a boarding house
Attention was attracted to the spot Nova Scotia Furnishing company here trial" Insanity again developed and ment is given the project, and espec- en Fifth street. C. A. Spies is de
ening and signed with skulls and
cross bones. Lima was not told the and the woman who was trying to un- today. .' The roof collapsed and one be has. again been committed to the ially if the Las Vegas-Sant- a
Rosa line fending Farnham, but has not as yet
is successful from a financial stand stated what the defense will be.
cause of his arrest until this
lock a screen door ran away as ra- man lost his life, while seven o'hers insane asylum at Las Vegas.
'
r
given- - a paper telling of his pidly as possible. She was pursued were hurt
The way this case has been handl- - point.
arrest as the leader of the Black by Frank Sena, a night cook, " who
Postmaster Blood and other local
CAPITALISTS BEHIND
Hand. Lima wag suspected shortly proved to be the more fleet of the
business men are enthusiastic about
after John Amicon had received a two. and overtaken. As the woman
the new line, and', it was' lareelv
OICANTIC EETOLUTION
;
letter threatening his life. When had no stolen goods In her possesthrough their efforts that Mr. FredLima saw the( paper he said:
ericks decided! to establish the route.
sion, she was allowed to. go her way
'.
"Amicon is jealous, that's all. I sell with a reprimand.
New York, June 9. Secret service
The automobiles were ordered by
more bananas than he."
wire from the factory today, and are men, operating with the representa, Lima Is known to have sent $800 RUSSELL SAGE'S VAST
Expected to arrive in about two tives of the new administration in
to Italy a short time ago and his
FORTUNE DWINDLING FAST.
Venezuela are searching for the lead
weeks.
t business Is not large enough to war-,raers of a filibustering expedition,
New York, June 9. In less than
9Padang, Sumatra, June - The town over a thousand were injured. The
,
this.
which
three years v Mts. Russell Sage has of
CALHOUN
proposes to smuggle 30,0,00 rifles
WITNESS
FAILS
TO
was
shock
followed by a tidal wave.
Korinchi, on the; west coast of Su
Alleged Assassin tn Custody
millions tof
RECALL ALLEGED BRIBE. Into South America, to further a revogiven laway .twenty-fiv- e
Tales
of
terrible
were
suffering
lution to place Cipriano Castro In
miuuiuuB,
juub a. robim in- dollars for public purposes and the matra,- 185 miles south of Padang, brought here
by some of the
o
spector Oldfield is positive that
benefit of mankind. A recent investi- Tvaa totally destroyed by an earth survivors and today
power again. It la charged that forSan Francisco, June 9. George
boats at once started
Vicsarrio, arrested as a Black gation of the workingmen'B Insurance quake on the nights of Juno 4 and 5. for
eign capitalists have placed a mil
treasurer
of
railStarr,
United
the stricken town, carrying docfhe
Hand suspect today at Bellefontaine, and employment agency calla attenlion dollars at the disposal of the
Two hundred people "perished and tors and supplies.
on
the
roads,
appeared
unexpectedly
Ohio, was connected with the murder tion to this prolific
bounty. It took
stand In the trial of Patrick Calhoun, project It is believed the arms and
of Joseph Petrosini, the New York Russell Sage
fifty years to get sixty-fiv-e
charged with attempted bribery, to- ammunitkra of the expedition have
detective, who was assassinated re'
millions. He made his fortune
day and was asked to- - explain an been found.
cently In Palermo, Italy.
at the rate of $3,500 a day. It is now
Item of $200,000 which he entered as
"I base my belief," said he, "on the being given away at the rate of $25,000
a credit oa the books of the corpora- DR. e. m;queen gray
fact that this man left New York daily.. If this continues the fortune
tion
in 1906 and which aupa the depresident of university
shortly before Petrosini was killed. will be entirely gone-ifl ve 'years.- la
out
to
have
alleged
paid
fendant
I believe him to be one of the ringas a bribe foe' an .overhead trolley
Albuquerque, N. M.r June 9. At a
leaders of the Mafia in the United STANLEY KETCHEL MEETS
did not remember' the meeting of the board of regents of the
He
permit.
States and consider his capture one of
JACK O'BRIEN TONIGHT
credit and said the book had been New Mexico University held here yes
first importance."
Tucumcari, N. M.; June 9. Cold Mexico, brought here today by offi- taken to New York and never returnPhiladelphia, June 9. With both
terday, Dr. E. McQueen
Gray " of
E. F. Diamio,- Italian secret service men in fine condition a ho: !l;ht is
blooded murder, the result of willful cers and .'odged In the county jail. ed by the accountant He did not Carlsbad was selected president
of
asranks
who
with
looked
It
is
O'-'
agent,
for tonight between Jack
Petrosini,
charged that Fenton refused to recall the $200,000 placed to Calhoun's this institution, succeeding Dr. W. G.
the
is
brought
r.eglect,
charge
sisted In the capture of Vlccarrlo. Brien and Stanley Ketchet,
call a doctor when his wife was critThere;
credit at the V. S. mint. He explain- Tight, resigned. A number of applica
The Black Hand letter sent John was little or no betting today. Th-- against Rev. Jesse Fenton, pastor of ically ill and allowed her to die in ed
his absence from San Frandco tion." from all over the United States
I
"
Amicon is a sample of all those found ticket sale is light"
the Holiness church, San Jon, New great agony. ...
;': "
, ,
by saying he had been ,away repres bad been filed with the regents..
enting Mr. Calhoun's business affairs.
,Denver,
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What Aits You?

ABSORBLETS.

Do you feel weak, tired, despondent, have frequent headache!, coated tongue, bitter or bad taste in morning,
' "heart-burn,- "
belching of gas, acid risings in throat after
eating, stomach gnaw or burn, foul breath, dizzy spells,
poor or variable appetite, nausea at times and kindred
'
'
ymptoms P

" After) ail,' said the optimist, "you
must admit that this is the best world WANTED One horse or a team of
horses, weight about 1000 or 1200
you have over been in."
J.
Yes," replied the pessimist; "but? pounds, not over 9 years old.
124
I've
M.
wife
best
Commerce
tbe
Acker
is
wife
St
man,
my
it,
hang

:

If yon hare

;

may considerable number ol the
above symptoms you are suffering from bilious
" ness, torpid liver with indigestion, or dyspepsia.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical, Discovery is made
up of the most valuable medicinal principles
known to medical science for the permanent
cure of such abnormal conditions. It is most
efficient liver invigorator stomach tonic, bowel
regulator and nerve strengthened
The "Golden Medical Discovery" is not a patent medicine or secret nostrum,
and attested
"a full list of its ingredients bein printed on its
' under
oath, A glance at these will show that it contains no alcohol, or harm.
d
g
ful
drugs. It is a fluid extract made with pure,
glyoerine, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical,
forest plants. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
bottle-wrapp-

'

-

,

To-da- y

.

Education In America.
Boardly speaking, the educational
systems and institutions of the United States, public and private,
in 1906-'0in the neighborhood
of 19,000,000 pupils of all grades and
classes. About 20 per cent, of the total population attended the common
schools for a longer or a shorter period. This percentage had been pretty
nearly stationary for 30 years. In the
the
average
meantime, however,
length of the common school year had
advanced from 130 days to a little
over 150 days, and the percentage of
those enrolled who were on jhe average in actual attendance each day of
this longer school year bad advanced
from "62 per cent, to 70 per cent.
Report of the Commissioner of Edu'
.
cation.'
i

7

s

The New England Spirit.
In every crisis that has come to
.this country the "New England spirit"
has risen to the top. It may have
.been dormant for a time, but whenever the necessity arose it manifested
Itself. In the great internecine struggle It predominated; in more recent
times It bas asserted itself. The
blood and the pilgrim spirit have
overcome ail difficulties,
Without
them the west would be a wilderness.
The pioneers of r the fresterny states
were actuated by the spirit that settled New England. Denver Republi
can.

'.

pll-.gri-

,

',

'

Ruin.

:'.

"I am about to commit suicide,"
writes a friend.- "Can't see any other
way out of it. You see, I was mar
ried about a year ago, and 20 unman
rled friends sent nice wedding presents. Well, they are all going to get
.
married this month."
-

-

i Mabel Did she fordet and took

'..

Injurious Only to Pedestrian.
The white car tore very ssmoothly
along the straight road between the
fields. "And they say" her red lips
curled in a disdainful smile r"they
say that the jar of automoblling is in
jurious to, the nerves!" "Pooh," he
sneered, "It Is only foot passengers
who. say that!" And he steered with
splendid skill straight at a fat old
uian with a sack of grain on his back.

-

.

Independent

Even a fat man may be quite suc
When an artist goes to a prize fight
cessful at dodging an Issue.
It always results in a draw. '

Wei

52 yon are sickjvou wisli to get well,

don't yout
Of course you do. You wish to be rid of the pain and

misery, and be happy again.
If your illness is caused by female trouble, you
can quickly get the right remedy to get welL It's
Cardui. , This great medicine, for women, has- relieved or cured thousands of ladies, suffering like
you from some female trouble, r
-

J 39

For Women's Ills
Era. Fannia Ellis, of Foster, Art, Buffered

830117

for seven

years. Head her letter about Cardui. Sha writes: "I was siok for
seven years with female trouble. Every month I would very nearly
die with my head and back. I took 13 bottles of Cardui and was
to suffering women." Try
cured, C&t dui is a God-sen- d
-

it

I

New York, boy was visiting an
uncle on a Kansas farm, and he wrote
to his 'mother that he couldn't get us
customs. "At
ed to the western
home," he said, "we get our milk
out of a can; here they take It out
of a cow," Emporia (Kan.) Gazette.
e
e'
Mistress (angrily) How dare you
talk back to me m that;way? I never
saw such Impudence. You had a lot
of nerve to call yourself a lady's maid.
New Maid I don't call myself that
now, ma'am; but I was a lady's maid
before I got this job Philadelphia
7
Inquirer. '
A.

he?

"

(Eetl

Boston Transcript.

First Daily Newspaper.
Elizabeth Mallet established the first
daily newspaper in the world. In LonIon, March, 1702, she published and
edited the D:iflyCfluiant, which took
up the cudgela Sot women's rights and
during its prosperous career carried
out the expresses determination of its
'A man should sleep at least eight
founders to ''spare the public at least hours a
day,"
half the impertinences which the or
be done," auitweral the
"It
can't
contain."
dinary papers
weary-lookin- g
citizen; not wh5n on
runs a phonograph
of
neighbors
your
Husband Owns Wife's Dresses.
tfll
another keeps a
and
midnight
The question of who owns the
dresses of a wife came up In the rooster that crows at 5 a. m." Wash
ington Star.
Brompton county court of Maryland
e
i.
and the judge decided that the
husband is the owner., , The man held
"George is so obstinate about his
that he had given the wife the money luncheons. He invariably has a slice
to buy the dresses in dispute, and, al of roast beef and a potato. If he
though they were not paid for, it was would eat' something light and sim
decided that they belonged to him.
ple, as I do, he would never talk
about indigestion."
District of Columbia.
"And what is your menu?"
The District of Columbia comprises
"Just salad and ice cream." Cleve
an area of 69,245 square miles. The
government consists of two civilian land Plain Dealer.
a e e
commissioners appointed by the president and confirmed by the senate, and
A mission worker in New Orleans
one army engineer officer, detailed by
was
visiting a reformatory near that
const!
the secretary of war, the three
not
long' ago, when she observed
city
luting the board of commissioners for
among the inmates an old acquaint
,
"v
three years.
ance, a negro lad long thought a mod
...
el of integrity.
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other
"Jim!" exclaimed the mission work
throat troubles are quickly cured by er. "Is it possible I find you
Foley's Honey and Tar as It soothes
Yassum," blithely responded the
and heals the Inflamed tiroat and backslider. "I's charged with steal
bronchial tubes and the most obstin in', a barrel o' sweet pertaters." The
ate cough disappears. Insist upon visitor sighed.
having the genuine Foley's Honey
"You,. Jim!" she repeated. "I am
and Red surprised." '
and Tar. O. G. Schaefer
'
Cross Drug Co.
"Yassum," said Jim.. "So was
or I wouldn't' be here!" Argonaut
'
Once in a great while an old maid
lives long enough to admit that bhe is
A New York produce commission
house, which prides itself on filling
A Vital Point
all orders
received if letThe most delicate part of a baby is ter from a correctly,
New Jersey customer reits bowels.
Every ailment that it cently saying:
suffers with attacks the bowels, also
"Gentlemen: This is the first time
endangering in most cases the life of we ever knew you to make a mistake
the infant. McGee's Baby Elixir cures in our order. 'You are very, well
diarrhoea, dysentary, and all derange- aware that we buy the very best
ments of the stomach or bowels. Sold
country eggs. The last you sent are
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
too poor for our trade. What Shall
we do with them?"
to
old
Few of us ever get
enough
The fair fame of the house for nev
know better.
er making an error seemed to be nr
stake, but the bright mind of the jun
Many weak, nervous women have ior
partner found a way out of it. He
been restored to health by Foley's wrote:
'
,
Kidney Remedy, as it stimulates the
"Gentlemen: .We are sorry t; hoar
kidneys so they will eliminate the that our last shipment did, not salt
waste matter from the blood. Impuwas. however, no mis.
rities depress the nerves, causing you. There
on
take
our
part. We have looked
nervous exhaustion and .. other v ail
ments. Commence today and you up your original order and find that
will annn hn wall. Pleasant to take. it reada as follows: "Rush
fKfy
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug crates
eggs. We want them bad."' -

,

AT ALL DIIUG CT0EE3

IV.

i

Mrs. Green's Ranch directly north, of

Mer-

and Castle High ; School. The
following property of S. B. Drinkhouse:

Durham' and 2 Jersey Milch
Cows, Bain Wagon, Cyphers
1

,

'

Consider the Difference.
Statisticians inform us that the cost
of. living has increased 250 per cent,
during the last 100 years.' Still, it will
have to be admitted that living is
worth a good deal more than it was
100 years ago. ,
Extreme Carefulness.
"Ribson is the most, careful man 1
ever met." "Indeed!" "Yes.
The
evening he was married he requested
his best man to carry the ring, and
then asked him for a receipt for it."

FOR RENT.

Wheelbarrow,

Incubator,

FOR RENT One 7 room house, one
5 room house and two rooms for
light house keeping, with bath and
electric light 920 Gallinas.
FOR RENT

San- -

atorium

,

'em wit her?

Tree Tenacious of Life.
The "life tree" grows In Jamaica
It gets Its name from the fact that if
the leaves are broken from the plant,
they will nevertheless continue to
grow. Nothing will destroy their life Co.
fire.
:

chant's

a.

at the

A waitress
Cafe.

Mabel (aged 5) Mamma, you told
BARBER
TRADE
Mrs. Smif dese spoons were handed MEN LEARN
lme required; graduatei
Short
down to us by drandma.
earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Bar- '
Mother Yes. dear, by grandma,
, ber
college, Los Angeles.
who is "up in heaven.

,

Life.

If you sit aroiiDd any particular
store or office a good deal, you can bet
you are unpopular at that particular
store. The proprietor growls about
you to his friends, and would like to
get up the nerve necessary to give you
both barrels. Atchison Globe.

.

ever had, and that's not saying much
WANTED
for her." Judy.

'

n

Saturday June 12th. at 2 P. M,

.

triple-refine-

.

Without reserve to the highest bidder.

--

er

habit-formin-

Pipe Lines for Oil.
The first pipe line used for oil In
the United States was a small affair
an Inch in diameter.
This was in
18C5.
By 1879 there were lines five
Inches in diameter and 100 miles
the line from OkIpng.
lahoma to New York, by way of
Chicago, measures nearly 1,500 miles,
and our enormous annual .production
of petroleum is transported chiefly
through these lines. The price of
this transportation, from the oil fields
to the Atlantic coast, is only about
three cents a barrel, or, if Interest
and cost of replacement every 14 years
be taken Into account, 11 cents a barrel. Pipe lines are now common in
.other petroleum producing countries,
notably in the neighborhood of Baku,
where one line across the Caucasus
range is nearly; 600 miles long.

Public

WANTED A girl tv do housework;
good wages ta ths right party: Aptf
ply at 1207 Sixth street.

Babcock milk tester, milk Pails
and Bottles, rubber Boots,
Coat, Hat, and Gloves, wood
Stove, farm Tools, Scales, etc.

A new piano cheap, call

Main 339.

FOR RENT
Suite of three rooms,
southern exposure, bay windows,
well
furaished,
included,
piano
Hotel La Pension.

W. O. ROBINSON,
Auctioneer.

........

FOR RENT Four room brick cot
tage cheap, inquire La Pension
"
hotel.
,

FOR. RENT

Furnished rooms for
'
light housekeeping; electric lights
and bath. 71Q Grand ave.

A

i

Summer Rates East

FORj RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. M. Howell, 721
Fourth;

Faro For tho Round Trip.

FOR

RENT
cottage, range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.
FOR SALE.

FOR SALE 1000 pounds amber cane
seed, address P. O. Box 672.
1

FOR SALE Five large red Shorthorn
milch cows, fre&h. Address La
Cueva Ranch Co., La Cueva N. M.
FOR SALES
1016

Carriage, good as new.

Fifth street

.

.$13.70

.

....... .$ic.GO
.

Kansas City,

.........

St. Louis. .....
Chicago, III......

'

.

v

... . .$11.90

Pueblo, ColO.
Colorado Springs.
Denver

,

.$31.30

............. $40.30
.......... .... $46.30
i .

Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding other points,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
ticket office.

OLD newspapers for sale at The Op
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.

.

.

Status of Korean Miner.
The Korean miner possesses all the
good qualities of a miner with very
few of his defects, being physically
strong and very easy to handle. As
regards the amount of work done, It
is estimated that two Korean miners
are more than equal to one white
miner.
T"

The Yeggman.
A "yegg" or "yeggmap." might be
defined as a cross between a tramp
and a burglar. "Yeggmen" travel
about the country always by stealing
or begging rides on freight trains.
and their operations are generally con
fined to banks or postofflces in the
smaller towns;

D. L. BATCHELOR, .
Agent.

CSTABLkSHeD

SKI

Had Sixty Boils when

8 Good Bargains for Thursday,
iFriday and Saturday.

D

ON'T miss this opportunity the values are genui
ne the goods fresh from the market.

$1.50 Parasols, in all shades and new hand
les, just the thing for these warm
days.

but Six Months

Old Was Annually Attacked by
a Humor It Looked Red Like a
Scald and Spread Over Half Her
Both Troubles are Cured.
Head

hy
I

was covered with
prickly heat and I
suppose in scratch-in- z
it. her own head
became infected for
it broke out in boils,
one after another.
She had about sixty
in all and I used
Cuticura Soap and

(yj

uuueura

ointment

which cured her of
mem
men,
sometime later, her littleentirely,
foot sot sore
between the toes. Being afraid it was
salt rheum. I spoke to our doctor. He
ave me a powder which dried it up,
ut soon after it broke out behind her
Jimmy' Grievance.
ears.
cracked half way around
After Jimmy had attended school a and theThey
humor spread up on to her head
few days he begged to stay at home. until, on several occasions, it was nearly
covered. The humor looked like a
"Because," said he,' "teacher says we half
caid. very red with a sticky, clear fluid
mustn't talk and I'm so tired of whis coming
from it. This occurred every
pering!"
year. I think it was toward the spring.
1 always bathed it with warm water and
Cuticura Soap and applied Cuticura
Mixed Population.
Ointment which never failed to heal it
. .The most mixed population in the tip. The last time it broke out was
she was six years old. It became
world is probably that of British Gui when
to bad that I was
Then
ana. There is admixture of French, I procured a bottle discouraged.
of Cuticura Resolvsoon
which
cleared
ent
out
of her
it
Dutch, Spanish, British, coolie and In
blood. I continued the use of Cuticura
dian blood.
,
Boap and Ointment with the Resolvent
until she was perfectly well. She is now
' Pavemental.
about eight years old and has never
been troubled in the last two
Few of us are Interested in those vWe also find Cuticura Resolvent ayears.
good
famous pavements made of good inten spring medicine and weare just giving
children
Cuticura
Resolvent
Pills
the
we
don't expect to go there,
tions, as
as a tonic We do not think any one can
anyhow. Chicago News.
Remedies
too highly.
praise Cuticura
Mrs. M. A. Schwerin, 674 Spring Wells
Feb.
1908."
Ave..
Detroit,
Mich.,
24,
Popular fames in Britain.
Extern! and Internal Treatment tnt
Complrt
Humor of Inl.mt. Children and Adults
In England and Wales, out of every Fvery
or Cutirura
(i5r.) to Cleanse the Bkin.
runrura Ointment Sonp
100,000 girls and boys, 6,820 are called
(W)e.) to Heal tne Hkin arid Cut,
for (n the form of tioeoiat
ftpsntvertt
t&(te..
fura
William.
Mary and 6,590
Coated PHI, 25c. pr vll of 00) to Purffv the lilood.
gold throughout u,e world. Pottr itrug A Cheia.
Corn.. Sote rrol.. Hoton, Maes.
mriUut Free. Cuucuim book a BUn DUeaM
Telephone your news items to The
con-its-M

Special, $1,25,

$1,75 Waists of which we have received a
new assortment, have been put

NO PRAISE TOO HIGH FOR
THE CUTICURA REMEDIES
"When my little Vivian was about
lx months old, her papa bad a boil on
Mis lureneau.
At
that time the child

;

1862

CHILD'S DREADFUL
TROUBLES

;

Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

on sale at $1,19.

Pres de Sole petticoats' in all colors, worth
$2.25 on sale for three
1

;

days at $1.89.

;

?

.

V

2 piece House Dress well tailored, in neat

patterns, bargain at $1.75. Spe
cialt$1.35.

,

35c Veilings in all Meshes, 25c

Just received a new line of wash belting
35c grade. - Special, 20c yd.
'

35c Emb. Buster Brown Collars, 25c.

$1.25 Thomson & Royal Worcester Corset
the latest models, $1.00.

.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

THRIFT

ELECTRICAL MOTORS WILL TAKE

That one of the largest electriflca-"tio- ded promptly. With little effort the
projects in the history of incipient' blaze was soon put out, a
American railroads is in contempla- lively strewn of water being brought
this week to play on it In short order, the retion, became known
'
through the presence in Chicago of sult of practice.
Harriman
Advices"
the
employed
from
indicate
engineers
by
Pittsburg
systems. If the projects' contemplated that prospects are exceedingly bright
are carried out they will Involve the for the early resumption of work bn
n

.

abandonment of steam locomotion on
three of the important lines through
out the west and the substitution of
electrical motive power.' It la under
stood that the " project contemplates
the completion of ' electrification of
the Central Pacific from Ogden to
San Francisco, with a mUeage of
786 miles, and of the Oregon Short
Line, from Salt Lake to Seattle, with
a mileage of 945 miles. The Saa Pedro line, 781 miles long, is another
the electrification
of, which 'Is in
contemplation.
,

.

NOTES

RAILROAD

Foreman C. A. Elliott Is nursing an
attack of the grip.'
Engineer L, P. Lyster Is 111 at his
home and threatened seriously.
;. Brakeman L. C. Embree of the secmud aid
ond district, is resting
- body for a few trips.
; Brakeman H; M.: Sweezy has gone
to Topeka from this city again, presumably on B. of R. T. grievance mat
;

ters.

y.

T. G. Mulhcrn. a former trainmaster
here, has gone to the northwest
where, a fine position iawaited his
coming.
,;
J. W. Shepard is day foreman at
the local , roundhouse, while Jos.
Suhl still holds down the night

..,:.

,

the New Mexico Central line from
Moriarity to the Hagan coal fields
and from Frost Junction to Albuquer'

'

que.

Nine cars of range horses, 250 In
number, owned toy J. S. Smith- and
LW. Arnold o Canyon- Diablo, Ariz.,
passed through Las Vegas yesterday
en route to Omaha, Neb., markets.
The animals were in excellent shape
and showed no signs of their long
ride.
Car Foreman. Win. Lewis and his
lieutenants have been kept busy of
late weighing empty coal cars and
them for the information
of those whom It may concern. This
work is done once a year and just
now there happens to be a lull in
business on the road.
,
Jimmy Purcell,,son of the conductor, returned on No. 7 last evening
from Ottawa, Kas., where he had been
for the past month on e vacation. He
resumed his duties as apprentice op
orator in the relay office this morning , Hia brother, Charley, who also
came back from Ottawa last evening,
ha? been given the position as night
clerk at the chief dispatcher's office.
- John
Fazier, a fireman on the El
Paso &: Southwestern railroad, is under bond of $500 to await the action
ct the grand jury on the charge of
assault with Intent to kill upon C.-Long, the hotel and restaurant proprietor at Euran, N. M. Frazier fired
three shots at Long, one: hitting him
in the right forehead, another in the
left breast, and the third in the right
wrist.
-

..

'

.

,

Conductor R. F. Haya has been off
the road a day or two, his passenger
run on the north end being looked
after by Conductor S. M. Bowen.
W. C. Kennedy, special Santa Fe officer, has returned to Albuquerque
from a trip to Silver City and other
points on the Rio Grande division.
Charges Against Patent Medicines.
,f Switchman W. C. Johnson took life
Most of the charges against pat
piloting engines ent medicines as a class have no
easy yesterday,
around the wye at the local shops, foundation in fact and are manifestly
the turntable not beinsr in aaf j work- unfair and unjust,
k
There are a large number of standing order.
John J. Tierney, head timekeeper of ard remedies like Lydla E. Pinkham's
thou
the master mechanic's office in Albu- Vegetable Compound used in
querque, left for a vacation of three sands of American Homes which have
weeks In San Francisco, Los Ange- saved hundred of dollars, to families
who could not afford to consult a phy
les and other California4 points.
cars' sician," and they have answered the
? A train of seventy empty-co- al
left Las Vegas for Hebron at 3:15 purpose equally as well.
yesterday afternoon in charge of Con- If a man shakes hands with the
ductor W. C. Love, with Engineer
Sam Ruby at the throttle on engine president at a public reception, his
wife never ceases to boast of itj
910..
r
A
booklet, said to be the
Are Worth $50,000 Don't Read
first used in railroad advertising west If You
'
Issued
This
has
been
by
of tho Misiisslppi,
This will not interest you If you are
the Colorado Midland Railway Company, descriptive of Colorado and the worth fifty thousand dollars, but if you
territory tributary to the Midland. , are a man of moderate means and can' Charles Stuart, trainmen's time not afford to employ a physician when
keeper in Division Superintendent you have an attack of diarrhoea, you
Kurn's office here, left on No. 10 yes will be .pleased to know that one or
terday afternoon for La Junta, where i two doses of Chamberlain's Colic and
he undergoes a surgical operation, re- Diarrhoea Remedy will cure it This
turning to Las Vegas In about ten remedy has been in use for many
days.
years and is thoroughly reliable,
The roof of the local roundhouise, Price 25 cents. For sale by all
in what Is known as the new house, dealers.
caught fire from tome cause shortly
after the noon hour yesterday. An Nell "What a fresh complexion
alarm waa sounded and the Santa Fe she has." Belle "Tea fresh every
'
fire department at the shop respon- - morning."
four-colo-

:

USE A

NEW PERFECTION
e
Wick Blue Flame Oil
Cook-Stov-

rTK3P3i

i,iiiiMii

pf

mm

cooking results.
Because its flame can be
regulated instantly. .
Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than
the coal or wood stove.
Because it's the only oil
stove made with a
useful Cabinet Top II
like the modern steel

w.

rooenne "eff Rtnve at voxir
dealer s.
t?
X Ul rtkor ivovii
J
.
..
.n
.
1 rt
our nearest

O

J

11

f

'

or write
agency, iviauomuuce
sizes. Sold with or without Cabinet Top.
be equaled
tn fl cannot
for itt bright and
jlllllfJ
ady light, iimple construction
V

lrr

1 absolute safety.
Equipped
:.u U,,t Imnmnd burner. Made of bras throughout
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
parlor or bedroom.
whether library, dining-rooWrite to our nearest agency if not at your dealer t,

'

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
ilacorpotwted)

BIG REDUCTION
ON

Rubber Tire Vehicles

Nothing can be good for everything.
Doing one thing well brings success- (Doan's Kidney Pills do: one thing
-

onjy-

They cure sick kidneys.
writer in the London Saturday Re
They cure backache, every kidney
view. But thrift is essentially a sigr
of timidity that fears the small evili ill.
of life,' and has no other than smal
Here is East Las Vegas evidence to
means of protection against them
It:
prove
Thrifty people are Malthuslans, and
O. L. Gregory, proprietor of cigar
would keep down the population lest
'
fobd supplies should be insufficient. ... and confectionery store, 214 Grand
N.
Las
Mex., says?
avenue.
East
Vegas,
.The English ... people have alwayi
beenv reckoned among the unthrifty "Doan's Kidney Pills have been used
people who spend more on themselvei jn our famdy with very satisfactory
and their comforts and pleasures than result8
We procured them at Kl D.
those of other nations would do. They
Gooda11 8 drus Btore and lt is a ?leas-no- t
have multiplied recklessly; they dfl
spend their money to the best ad ure to Advise other sufferers ; from
vantage, and they1 do not look ahead backache or kidney trouble to give
at home. - But they swarm abroad and, them a trial. Doan's Kidney Pills are
found Incomparable colonies. a remedy that live up to the claims
Even the Scotch, who have don
made for it."
For Sale by a11 dealers- - Pr,ce ,50
up after they had come into contacl
uo., Bunaio,
with, the unthrifty English, and had 'cents. Foster-miiDur- n
lost some of the ludicrous penurious New York, sole agents for the United
neas which marked them in their owe States.
country.
Remember the name Doan's and
"Nothing venture nothing have" U take no other.
the maxim of those who do great
things. The thrifty do no great things;
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
they are afraid of the risks, and their
virtue is. rather a passive than anac- In the District Court for the County
tive one. It is essentially feminine. of Mora, for the Fourth Judicial
not virile. '
:.y
of New
District of the Territory

a good variety, of Rubber
fwe have
Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain,

'

LOOK THEM OVER
''i

i

In

:'.."(

v

Our

REPOSITORY

Ilfeld Co.

THE PLAZA

:

,l

.

Try our Yankee Coal

.

Mexico.
FAMOUS TOWN GONE FROM MAP
'

Ubet In Montana No Longer Recog.
nized by Post Office Department

prospector and the cowboy! remarks
the Great Falls Leader. The latest to
pass is that of Ubet, erstwhile home
of the Indian and the cowboy the
Mother Barrows, dispenser of true
western hospitality.
More than a
quarter of a century ago, considerably
more, it was that Ubet was located
upon the map of northern Montana.
Located in the Judith Gap, Ubet made
a convenient half-waplace from anywhere to anywhere, and the hotel, one
saloon, one blacksmith shop, and in
time 6ne store, did a thriving business; investigation of the early history of Ubet would reveal a number
of punctuation marks of .45 size,' but
no one thought the less of Ubet for
that in the early time.
And now comes an order from the
post office department that Ubet as
an official, handle wherewith to direct
United States mall
more from
here the name of Ubet drops down
and out of the government directory
and the new town of Judith Gap takes
the postal ..cards. ..
Gap
Is not a name to be sneezed at, hut
beside the name of Ubet it dwindles
Into the ordinary very ordinary.

No soot and little ash

2800 FOUrJBC

TO THETONl

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall
paper.

price- s-

line-Lo- west

v

'

'
,

and The
Joseph H. McDuffee,
PHONE MAIN 56
Plaza Truat and Savings Bank of
Las Vegas, New Mexico; plaintiffs,
vs. Valmora Ranch Company, and
S. E. Hassall, defendants. No. 1770.
The above named defendant are
hereby noUfled that an action or suit
ln - foreclosure has been commenced
against them, la the above entitled
Court wherein said plaintiffs pray
Judgment ; against said defendant,
Valmora Ranch Company in the sum
of $6013.31 with interest at 7 per cent
(Incorporated) '
from Aprii1 22, 1909, with costs and
also to foreclose a mortgage deed
executed by said Valmora Ranch
WHOLESALE
Company, to secure said Indebted;
andDealormln
esness, covering the land and real
tate hereinafter described, and that
WOOL, HIDES
in default of payment of said indebtedness that the said mortgaged land
Homoa mt
and" real estate may be sold under
the order of said court, said land
lam Vega; M.M.. Albuouorauo, Mm M., Tuoumomrl,
and real estate being described as
Mm M.J
"
PoooB, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm M., Trinidad, Oolorado
,
follows:
All that certain piece or parcel of
land situate and being In the county
DAIN WAGONS, tho Dost
Wagon mado
of Mora, Territory of New Mexico,
RACIKE
ATI LEY CO., Vehicles
and described as follows,
NAVAJO BLANKETS ,
Beginning at a point on the east
Ifcundary of the (Scolly) Grant 4.40
chains south of the NE corner;
thence along the east line of the
chains
Grant S. 45 min. W-9- 3.62
to the old abandoned right of way
of the A. T. & S. F. Railroad; (Note:
The new right of way of the railroad itooo lbs.,
more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
is now located to the north of the old (,000 lbs., to
2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs,
and crosses the property herein
to
200
lbs.,
1,000
lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
; thf"""
following the old $
to
200
lbs.,
50
lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Tivixt of way in a westerly direction
Less
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
about 24.50 chains; thence in. a northwesterly direction about 9:00 chains
to the ruins of an old dam ln the
Mora rlver; theace alonS tn middle
of
rive1, ln a southwesterly direc
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
tion about 15:00 chains to the noth-ea- aurity and lasting1 qualities of which have made Las Vecaa
corner of the Harwood1 tract; Famous. ' Office; 701 Dro-1a- a
thence north 86 degrees 00 min, W.
27.90 chains; thence north 85 degrees
10 min. W. 18.38 chains to the northwest corner of the Harwood tract,
where stands a pine tree IS inches
in diameter; thence north 89 degree- -,
17 min. E. 13.00 chains to the east
side of Coyote
thence nort'
creek;
'
y
2 de8rees 49 m,n- - w- - 18.80 ch ims
WHOLESALE GROCERS
along the east side or Coyote creek
28
89
thence north
min. eaa
degrees
and Saedara
.. ..
3.70 chains to a cedar tree growtrg
on edge of a perpendicular bluff,
'
.
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
thence same course 68.30 chain? to
' of
kinds
Native
All
Products.
the point of beginning, containing apGrain Sacks, Hay Presses.
,
thousand (1000)
proximately one
.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines. .
acres, together with a certain right
Fuse and Caps.
. High Explosives,
of way thereform to the town of
Watrous.
Together with the hereditaments
Territory for
Headquarters in
and appurtenances thereunto, belong
ing or in any wise appertaining.
'
And also that in case of the sale
of said land and real estate to pay
said indebtedness, that all right, title
and interest of said defendant, S. B.
Hassell therein, may. be forever bar
red and foreclosed.
FULL LINE Of SltXICAN MICLE SOAP
That unl ;ss you, said defendants,
or cause to be entered your appearance in said action or suit on or
before the 2nd day of August, A. D.
1909, a decree pro confesso therein
will be entered against you.
The attorneys for said plaintiffs
Meet your Friends at
are Jones and Rogers, address, Crock
ett, Building, East Las Vegas," New

0

COOKS LUMBEE

The picturesque names of the early
j

GROSS, CIELE.Y

-

Cat

Farm

S

to-wi- t:

True-Judit-

Retail Prices:

What's "White Coffee?" Being a waiter in a Jewish restau
rant where there weren't many folks
who couldn t understand his native
tongue, the man got along all right
until he struck a party of two who
were Just investigating. By dint of
pointing to things and taking chances
the pair made a meal of it until they
came to the coffee.
TIT I.
Thow H n ' want ni.mil
they pointed out coffee on the bill of
fare they indicated with their hands
large cups. But here the waiter was
equipped with English, and he was
bound to show it.
"Oh, yes, white coffee," he re
marked.
Which was the descriptive phrase
for coffee with' cream.

or

,

than

AQUA PURA COMPANY

st

Browne

1

j

&

''

Haozanares

o.

.Sdi

the

7
Gringo Songs in '49.
In the gringo days, the days of old,
the days of gold, the days of '49,
amusements and recreations in California could only be found in the
mining towns where a strolling singer
made an appearance ln some saloon,
the admission fee paid by frequent visits to the bar. The words were set
to
ballad tunes, and If the
singer "caught on" he. or she was rewarded by small nuggets thrown on
the improvised table 6tage.
As the old record says, they .were
"sung with great applause," to which Mexico.
,
was added the landlord's warning call:
SECUNDINO
"Come, gents, don't let the barkeeper
go to sleep." From Out West.
True Tale.
us an awful
, "My daughter gave
scare the other day," said a caller recently. "She went away for a visit in
New York. And she sent a telegram
from her first stop.
My wife was
afraid to open it.' We had visions of
train wrecks, sudden Illness and all
sorts of things. And what do you
think the message said? This:
" 'I forgot to tell you, don't eat up all
the strawberry jam while I am gone.'"
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Putting Down Her Foot.
cried
"Every time I give a party,"
....
.
IV.
uio uiaixjurageuJ uubicbb,, Itx vow I II
never give another, but Tve decided
this time. No more for me. It's the
man. I don't mind their
taking up the rugs and dancing at two
after midnight and getting dispossess
notices served .on me the next morning, or leaving punch glasses and cig
arette ash all over the place for me
to clean up, or scattering the Welsh
rarebit from one end of the flat to the
man
other, but when the
sits on my piano keys when he gives
an imitation of something or some
body, and I. have to pay four dollars to
have my piano tuned the next day,
that'll be about all."

and

EIERSHANTS

y

well-know- n

XX

THRU

predate This.

;
Ordinary men, who have only th
average capacity of ability and char
acter, and no special temperament be
yond the usual tendency of most ol
us to go wrong bver common tempta
tions, best serve society and their owr
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WHY IT SUCCEEDS.

TIMIDITY

d
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:

Because it's clean.
Because it's economical. liprwlnmiw
Because it saves time.
Because it gives 'best

OF

SIGN

JUNE

So States a Writer In English Journal Because It's for One,
Thing Only, and
and Makes Explanation.
East Las Vegas People Ap-- ',

PLACE OF PONDEROUS ENGINES

..

A

WEDNESDAY,

Plows. Agricultural luiPLEiiTs

ROMERO,

Clerk.

The Big Head
la of two kind conceit and the big
bead that comes from a sick head
ache. Does your head ever feel like
a gourd and your brain feel loose
and sore? You can cure it in no
time by acting on your liver with
Ballard's Herblne.
Isn't It worth
trying for the absolute and certain
relief youll get?
Center Block De
pot Drug Co.

;

,

Opera Bar
'

D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

:N

Old Taylor Bourbon A Sherwood tlym

Served Dlreot from Carrel
Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave

E Las Vegas, N-- M
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Specials

Tho Optic is glad to see that the
SWELTER IN MEMPHIS
St.
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s
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territory is? .to, have; a
'
Lead 432 " 1J2 ;
' Juntf ft
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St
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I Memphis, Tentt., June 9.
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All Go at Cost to Close.
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Daily
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SECURITY BROKERAGE Co,
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New Arrivals
Boys' Union Suits, ribbed cuffs and ankles, very elastic
.... ;.....75c
improved, Egyptia Cotton, at

'

,

-

E.LASVECAS.

EL

Si
the-door-

,

.

,

(

-,

"

65c 75c and $1,00

..35c and 50c

Kayser's Lisle gloves, white and black

whether it is to be the "creation" of a gown-mak- er
known to fame, or just a quiet, simple
little gown, for, Oh, a number of occasions
church, calling, luncheons to make sure: that it
shall have' that intangible indescribable, elusive
quality called "Style," you. should first pay your
undivided attention to the corset over which it is.
to be fitted! "

s

Tim

anywhere.

A large assortment of new Belts all the newest novelties.

i

That Your New Gown

N.M

to'
There are no tolK gates of any kind.' Nobody at
conduct you. Nobody to inveigle you to buy. No officious attention

Men's Summer weight all wool Underwear Australian
wool
$L25 garment

Guaranteed tips.in Brown, Navy, CatawbaReseda, White,
'' and Black at
,

A free pass to look and enjoy yourself and show your friends,
up and down as far as you like and as long as you please, from 7 in the
morning until closing time. You always feel at home- - when , you
visit this Store. The promptest kind of attention, and plenty of
bright people to give it when you wish. We guarantee everything
we sell you to be as represented.
Money cheerfully refunded; if
make exchanges gladly and
We
not
are
satisfactory
goods
promptly.
'.

You know, of course, that your new gown
must have long lines! That is a preachment
you've learned by heart! And you know that,
whether you are slender or stout, you must have
the look of slenderness; and, indeed,' you want to look slender and you
want to be comfortable at the same time!
:f

'

Crop d Chin
At a Special Price

:

Tomorrow we place on sale '10 pieces of Crepe de
Chine in the best shades, Pink, Blue, Tan, Grey also
Black and White. The regular price is $1.00.
Buy all you want at 67c yd.
The fabric is soft and lustrous and very proper forl:ven-- '
'
ing Dresses and Scarfs.

Rattling Good Sale

A

Ask to Se "Emery"
Swell Shirt
And that the Man who
.wouldn't wear an "Emery"
Shirt leaves his taste in the
ice box. It is the best brand
of shirts made in the country
today and unless you are a

u

Lawns

The continued cold weather is responsible for our
placing on sale a lot of our Lawns that, had the weather

15c Lawns, special

t
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1
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EXTRA SPECIAL
' a pick up in

j

Umbrellas

'

".

'

-

"'

;'" .'Special,!,

C5
l&dZtO

No. 116 M $15.C0 Gossard Corset, 13
clasp, white

S1.25toS2.50

brocade Satin at

No.

Cuffs attached or detached,
pleated or plain, Coat
'
"
)
style

.

Linen and Silly Paragon frame, Steel Rod, fancy Hand
les, Gold filled or sterling Silver.
CI C

To Introduce these Wonderful Corsets
WE OFFER

PRICES
!

;

finds bulging hips; surplus, ugly flesh at thigh, or angles which need rounding, why, you cannot blame her if the gown, when completed, does
not give you that intangible, indescribable," elusive, but
quality,
"Style!" You expected to have it, and you are disappointed!
So, first be carefully, accurately, intelligendy fitted with the proper
corset (there's the right model in The Gossard for you), then give your
attention to your gown, and you' ll stand the biggest kind of chance of being
pleased and satisfied with it, when it is complete !

r

'

)

Now, it is not a difficult thing for a competent dressmaker to cut a
gown on the lines demanded by Fashion this season; but, if you have
neglected your corset, and, when the gown is to be fitted, the dressmaker

Siamese twin, they will fit
you as if they were made for
you. This spring's styles are
too bright-an- d
attractive1 to
describe in print, eye's are

...11c

.

Don't Begin With the Gown,
'
But the Corset!

X5e

of

been favorable, would all have been disposed of by now.
Such being the case you will be the gainer by it, as the
following prices will attest:
12i Colored Lawns", special, 10c
These are flowered, striped, checked, figured, colors, or
black and white!

To Make Sore

comt

65c. $1.00 and $1.25

KeLyser Silk Gloves '

s

of Quality'
WW,
I

--

Boys' Blouse Waists, "Cadet" no loose threads, all
seams double pearl buttons; sizes right A large assortment, with soft collars attached ,or no collar, some white
plaited blue Chambray, black Sateen, dark fancy Madras,
.
white Dimities
.

Store

'THE

f

E. 110.00 Gossard Corset

119

at
No.

;

...

Ml ihBIIiIHhF

M. $5.00 Gossard Corset

at......;..,

'

J Yoti could not buy these Corsets any cheaper if you bought them
.ia.New; York. They outwear4wo of the
ordinary Corsets.
:

-

Ill

S12.50
S7.50
,53.75

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EVANGELIST

Qualification
I for compounding;;; t:
'
i comes from

.

:

v
;,

long

experience, careT
ful training and ;"

the means for
selecting drugs of
th'e best quality.
Our facilities, our
:s
equipm ent, our

iexDenence?

a complete stock
.

ecially invite
your prescript
tion Trade here.

WINTERS

"

DRUG CO.

-

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.
W. R. Kaft'er is a visitor from Kansas
1

-

J.

.It.V

Prof. R. R. Larkin werft to Baton on

night train.
H. W. Kelly departed for Albuquerque last evening.
M, L. Kobn arrived
Colo, last evening.

from Pueblo,
;.

George Chavez is in town from his
ranch at El Cuervo.
D. C. Daniel drove in from La Cue-v- a
ranch last evening.
M. E. Houston is at the New Optic
'
from Apache. Oklahoma. '
H. Gould and W. McMullen are
Bostonians in town today.
Mrs. Byron T. Mills reached home
last night from a trip to California.
Anselmo Gonzales is in town today
from Sanchez, in the Red river section.
Sheriff Cleofes Romero has accompanied Antonio Griego out to El Co-- .
".
razon.
' Frnrl M. Dnncrliuui in in the) nit.T from
Muskogee, Oklahoma on a visit to a
'

.

'

Evangelist 'e. 'E.' Violett,' who'
open a series of revival meetings in
the National Guard Armory1 ,t next
evening, has held a 'number
of great meetingsi recently. 'He is, both
eloquent and persuasive apdrthe3e
are
attested to by the
gifts
faqt-tha- t
feverywhere he-i'- haiJ held
mefctinjg4iie' has had converts by the
have been
hundreds.) Arrangements
completed for holding the meetings
in the pew jarmory, which will1 accom
modate a.large crowd. The Daily
Newa, Jackson, Miss., has the following to eay concerning a recent meet-inheld by Evangelist Violett in that
;
city:
"At. the Violett revival last night
there were more than 2,500 people
seated to the Tabernacle,' many' were
turned away because they could not
find eeats and hundreds stood on thej
eutslde and sat in buggies and carri
ages, ' waiting in silence to hear the
words, of. this earnest man on the
subject, of the union of Christian people under the one banner of church
.

"Telephone Main 3

1!
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$22.85 for a $29.50 Brass Bed
with 2 inch Continuous Pillar.

ILug Specials

$24.95 for the; $29.50 Heavy
Axminster Smith's Rugs. Size 9
xl2 feet.
(',

-

success'

Opposite Y.
ANARCHISTS

M. C. A.

rt

Work and Nerves.
Work Is the enemy of insomnia. The
sufferer from bad or broken sleep is
liable to give up duties or to be slack
in their performance, to abandon exercise and forget his usual hobbies because of his anticipation of a night
of distress. In the reality he ought
to prepare himself for sleep by congenial activity, In which his mind will
be weaned away from the fear of not
sleeping.
Once more, work is an enemy to
the fears and impulsions, to the
strange sense of unreality and other
morbid symptoms which accomplish
Work restores
to
psychasthenia.
such' a sufferer "the function of the
real." It Is only througlTcontact with
reality that man, whether normal or
abnormal, can find biding satisfaction. Rev. S. S. McComb, in Har:!
r
per's Bazar.

In connection with the visit by
Bishop Matz of Denver to Trinidad
came sensational developments showing the existence of a strongly organ
ized band of Italians who have open
ly declared their enmity to the church
or to any form of religious belief, as
well as to the present forms of government.
brother.
The formation of the society beRevs. Paul Gilberton and A. Rabey-roll- e
came known by the discovery on the
a
afternoon
from
this
returned
front door of Holy Trinity Catholic
Visit to Watrous.
church at Trinidad of a placard de
Dr. R. J. Blanche, the veterinary
nouncing the church in inflammatory
surgeon, is in Roswell on a sojourn of terms. The placard" was Igtren Ito
JUluuiiliiliO uuiaiauii.
Rev. S. Persone, S. J., by a loyal
N. B. Roseberry accompanied P. D. Italian.
, .
MnHnrmifik out to the Saoello vicinity
The ' Italian discovered the placard
while going to early mass. Further
today on land matters.
Electric Fish.
S. E. Morlan books at the El Dorado investigation revealed the fact that
fish of the Nile, of
electric
The
hotel from Kansas City; W. H. Dedman the mystevioup brotherhood;, sworn1 which the Egyptians made
pictures
to oppose and destroy the church, thousands of years ago, stiff inhabit
from St. Anthony, Idaho.,
was
organized in a saloon in Trinidad. the waters of that river. They are proW. M. D. Land registers at Hotef
vided with an electrical organ which
La Pension, from Rochester, N. Y ; J
incloses the whole body. It is situatE. Brown from Canon Uity.
EXAMINATION
FOR
ed in the skin, and under a microscope
Miss Beulah Chambers of this city
CIVIL SERVICE JOBS. is seen to bit composed of millions ol
Is a guest of her Bister, Mrs. C. C.
d
beautifully formed little disks,
upon connected rows of mi
Examinations for the following civ
Conrad, in Trinidad for a few weeks.
:
Mrs. P. A. Raynolds arrived in the il service positions on the dates nam- nute compartments, in which are the
terminals of nerves. The shock Is procity last evening' from Canon City, ed will be held in , Las Vegas this duced by an intense current that tra
Colo, and is the guest of Mr. aod Mrs. month:
verses, the entire organ from the head
.TnfFftrson Raynolds.
Inspector of furniture in the quar- to the tail of the fish. It stun.s small
.
Mm. P., Meredith Jones and three termaster's department at Chicago, fish. The electro motive force in a
sec- fish eight inches'long
can attain a
Opal and $25 to $150 per month, June 16;
.,rhra. Misses Amelia,
ond class or assistant eteam engineer maximum of 200 volts. A single giant
and
KansasTUty
for
Topeka
Ruby, left
in the custodian service at ' Mason, nerve cell at the head of the1 spinai
thij afternoon on a visit.
is the source of the impulses.
Ga., .?900 per year, June 16; record column
D. Lee and Mrs E, D. Lee are guests and identification clerk in the Uni
at Hotel Castaneda from St. Louis; ted States
service at .if you read It in The Optic it's so.
penitentiary
D. E. Atwell from Philadelphia; Lew
$1,200 per year,
Kan.,
Leavenworth,
Moch. Denver; P. M.Graham, Chicago. June
of French,
23;
Brothers Walter and Henry, the two German, Italian, Spanish and Scandt ASTHMA AND HAY FEVEK
;
disciples of the Israelite House of navian In the offlce of the second as
WILL VANISH
David who had been preaching on the sistant postmaster general at Wash
.
two
corner
departed
nights,
Murphey
ington, $1,000 per year, June 23; tai
j for Los Angeles, CaL this afternoon.
lor at .Haskell institute, Kas., $660
Everybody knows that Hyomel cures
Joshua S. Raynolds, the banker, is in per year, and at Flandreau school, S catarrh. But there are many suffer
the city from El Paso, the guest of his D., $720 per year, June 16; timber ers from asthma and hay fever who
brother, Jefferson Raynolds, president cruiser under the chief of the field don't know that Hyomel will give
of the First National bank, at his division of the general land offlce, them Instant relief and if used regularhandsome tome on Hot Springs boule- $7 per day, June 30 lithographic col
ly permanent cure.
or pressman In the geological survey,
vard.
But E. G. Murphey knows so well
Cunningham, president of $1,080 per year, June 23.
Dr. J.-what Hyomel will do that he guaran
the San Miguel National bank, has
tees It to cure catarrh, hay fever and
been visiting Boston and New York, in Amado Gonzales y Domlnguez to asthma or money back.
and day made a homestead entry of 160
company with Mrs. Cunningham
Surely it's worth a trial on that bas
is acres near
who
Miss
Louise,
Chupainas springs, San is and why people continue to choke
their daughter.
the Miguel county.
attending Mt. Ida seminary in visit
and wheeze and spit and hawk and
will
Boston.
They
of
suburbs
whan a certain cure is at
snuffle
home.
Marine Rubber-ChewerNiagara Palls before starting for
hand Is beyond the comprehension
The sailor, taking a fine, new, rub of human intelligence.
Mrs. E. Marcottee, accompanied by
1 to- ber band fromv the stationery display,
When you breathe Hyomel deep Into
her son, Walter, will leave on No.
to chew it with vigorous enmorrow evening for an extended trip began
your lungs you breathe exactly the
to the Pacifio coast. She will visit Los joyment.
"What are yoa np to there?" snarled same pleasant antiseptic balmy air
that you would breathe in the forests
Angeles, Sap Francisco and Seattle, the druggist.
of pine and eucalyptus of .Inland Aus
sail
the
said
epending some time in the latter city
"Just
exto view the
or. "It's a habit with all us navy fel- tralia.
is one of the most lers. Keeps off gun headache.
son
,
Her
position.
Doctoring and remedies never
reliable carrier boys on The Optic and
''Of course you, a landlubber, don't helped my hay fever, till I used Hyo
know nothln' about it; but let me tell mel. It gave me great relief and has
his steady work for the past eighteen
will
gun goes my
months has earned him a rest. He
you, mate, when a
unqualified endorsement" Louis
his
return,
Off aboard ship, the Jar shatters win- A.
route
upon
his
resume
Grobe;
Flint, Mich.
your
. .
a
v.ni in the Blake ders, splits planks, and bringsuppers
Complete
Hyomel outfit Is only $1.00
your
lower teeth up against
'
and extra bottles 50 cents. A Hyomel
mill today.
left from old Jo&n u
a
like
straight
in
-outfit consists of a bottle of Hyomel,
Tha result is a Run headache
Elder S. L. Barker has been
rub-i- n a
Beulah.
hard rubber Inhaler, medicine dropsuch a headache! But If you chew
town today from
eases off the per and full instructions for use. Just
the
it
flrine
time,
to
out
drove
H W Garberson
Baker shock, and you don't suffer none. I breathe It in and get Immediate relief.
Hermit mine and lodge at the
ever siuc Ma
a span of been chewin' it steady
'
mining camp today behindfrom Mon- nila bar."
what
nasty
horses recently nought
chewing
e
load of
said the druggist
tgomery Bell. A wagon
to- habit,"
the
lodge
to
out
sent
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worse," was the sail-'or'"Rag chewin's
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fool
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Substitute for Small Change.
A souvenir, pf the civil war came
Into the hands of a delicatessen merchant In New York a few days ago
which showed how scarce small
change must have been In those days.

It was a green

three-cen- t
postage
stamp, encased In a thin metal frame
the ize of an old copper cent The
face of the stamp was protected by
a disk of mica. On the reverse side
the Improvised coin was stamped
"Good for three cents." This queer
substitute for money was given along
with other small change by a woman
who said it was the last of a number
of similar pieces which she had owned
for many years, and the man who
took the combination stamp, mica and
tin for three cents in speaking of it
said: "The woman looked as if she
was prosperous once and was sorry to
give up the piece."

.
Want to Wear Mustaches.
At a meeting of the domestic servants in Paris to discuss their grievances one, and "not the least important," question was whether domestic
servants should not be allowed, like
to cultivate
their
the mustache. It was suggested that
to give the movement some sort of encouragement nothing would be better
than that the servants at the Elysee
should be the first to agitate 'for the
privilege". The Gaulois eays that thie
has been done, the employes at the
president's residence having transmitted to M. Fallieres a request that
henceforth they shall be allowed to
wear mustaches.

Plan for Success.

af-

WALL PAPER

Matched Patterns from 10c per roll up.

J

Borders

the same price, excepting Ingrains and varnished
styles

''

WALL PAPER

V
,

WALL PAPEEt

Gantcro Guarantee Shoo Ctoro
TI1

"Worthmore"
Fine Shoes for Everybody
in a
of the

;

We've just got
famous
complete stock
fine shoe9
made by
of Kansas City. See our unique window display and
come in and get a Souvenir Style Book free.

"Worthmore"

EUet-Kenda- ll

STYLES
15"THESNAPPY
RED TAG ON EVERY PAIR",

Fot men, $3.50; lor women, $3.00; for children,
to $1.00. Every Bhoe made on honor every
the price and trade-mar- k
shoe Ruaranteed
plainly
stamped on every pair. If you are looking for the
finest shoe made here it is and at a price that
proves real economy.
$2 JO

Comfort Wear

Style

Style No. 273

"Worthmore" Shoes are made
of the. Quest, softest nd most
durable upper leather, oak
solid
slllc

Divorce.

Napoleon's
'
Once, in .speaking of military

!

Las Vegas Lumber Co.

THE

,

-

;

Big Reduction in Pricjps at

WORTHMORE"

"Divorce is a remedy for evil rather
than an evil in itself," declared Chief
Justice Emery of Maine, in a recent
address. Marriage he defined as a
civiV idstitution, established by law
for the benefit of man, and be Su
gested that the divorce laws could b,
perfected in three ways! first, b
granting no divorce until husband an
wife had lived apart for a year; se
ond, by publishing the suits in the
daily papers; third, by giving 'the
court authority to delay hearings, if
necessary, bo that they cannot be
rushed through as is sometimes the
case now. New York Tribune.

'
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WALL PAPER
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Thieves don't bother banks much in these daysof burgler-proo- f
vaults. The first way leaves the money idle and useless.
The second sets it to work to earn more. Think it over.

;

.

ble, and thia is perhaps one of the
"

rubber-chewin'-

'ft

TIIE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

r

'
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o
o
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Ji?

$17.95 for a $22.50 Brass Bed
..
with 2 inch Posts.

9x11

AT TRINIDAD

O

of saving. One is to hide money np the chimney or in the
clock. Thieves know all such schemes and know just where
to look. The other way is to open an acoount with an institution like.

,

SOCIETY

T. H0SKIN5, Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY, Aaat Cashier.
D.

THERE ARE TWO WAYS

Just received a swell line of
one of the most remarkable men in Couch Covers and Portiers. ,
the American pulpit. He is not only
$10.95 for a Heavy Brussels
an orator imbued with great elo
feet worth
quence and wonderful power of per Rug, Size
most
re
he
a
but
$15.00.
:'";.
suasion,
possesses
markable memory. $10.35
for 9 x 12 feet Hodges
'"It is doubtful whether there is a
man in the world today who possesses Fibre Rugs, well worth $14.50.
a more complete mastery of the Bi
.

O

,,

"Beyond any doubt Mr. Violett ls

secrets of his

f

BEDS
$220 for Iron Bed, full size. i v W
U$.o5 for a lill size Bed, exactly
V
aS cut below.
,

.,,
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.:the Store we axe
for June,
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will making- big
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and

of all drugs and
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mom talker All through
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stitching,
soles,- fiLut.
nnlrtr hooks And
will give more comfort and wear longer than any
eyelets. They
shoe you ever wore. In the very latest styles for both menT
and women. Yoa need a pair
why not today
haclfl-

BRAND
SHIEti
Thl Trad Mark
Stamped oo every Fait

ofKadiant Hosiery, the make that
Full
'.
wear no Well
WAL SOf BLOCK, East lam Vegaa, Km AT.
II-i- a

A. H. Eeingrueber Browing Co.
of Lacs Vegas
Boost
We are now mating the finest Seer in the Southwest.
either
for
orders
tens
keg or
home industry .and telephone your
bottle beer.

fairs, Bonaparte told him:
, PHONES
MAIN 67, 61 and 32.
"There is no more pusillanimous
man than I when I make a military
plan.' I exaggerate all the dangers
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
and all the mishaps possible under the
circumstances. I am in a painful state
Warranty Deeds.
LEAVE
ROMERO
of agitation. But that does not preet ux to Frank Wil STAGE WILL
B.
H.
Gllmour
J.
serene
vent me from appearing quite
MERCANTILE CO. FOR
And when my liams and Fhlllp O. Dodd, April 89,
to those about me.
mind is made up all is forgotten ex- 1909, cons. $1, conveya 157 A. In Pot
cept whatever, may 'help success."
7, Sec. 33, Twp. 18, R. 12.
From the Journal of Count Pierre Albino ponzales et ux to Cesario
PHONE MAIN 20
.
,
Louis Roederer.
Lujan, January, 30, 1909, cons: $122.50,
i
Sec.
In
Co.,
Saa
land
Miguel
comveya
2:00 p. m.
Monday,
Flaw in Glass.
R. 12.
NpX cornea from Pasadena that the 18, Twp. 16,
8:00 a. m.
Board of Trustee to Jose Gabriel Tuesday,.
Mount
the
for
glass
8:00 a. m.
great
con-!
Thursday,,.......
oons. $1,
Wilson Solar observatory is defective. Martinez, July 6, 1908,
2:00
16.
R.
17,
p. m.
Friday,
After the first, grinding began, a large veys 160 A. In Sec. 11, Twp.
8:00 p.m.
Blanche Calhoun e ux to Dave M. Saturday,
flaw was found, so that a new casting
will have to be made, mis wui ueiay Witeon and Esther Robbina, Jun 2,
for many months the construction of 1909, cons. $1, conveys lots. 19 and 20, Returning Leave Porvenir
reflecting mirror Blk. 37 Las Vegas Hill Site Town
the great eight-foo- t
PHONE 5174
on the peak. The casting of the great
Company. .
glass disk was done in Goblain,
. . . .7:00 a. m,
J. M. Lyon et ux to C. P. Facrett, Monday.
France, and the coat was $50,000.
2:00 p. m.
January 29, 1909, cons. $1, conveys Tuesday
160 A. in, Sec. 3, Twp. 15, R. 18.
Smothered In Orders.
2:00 p. m.
Thursday
Board of Trustees Town of Las
The high militarxjofflclala in Gertn.
..7:00a.
Friday..
many are equally highly decorated. Vegas to Tomacito G. de Chavez,
2:00
m.
Saturday
Paris
to
p.
contemporary, December 7, 1908, cons. $1, conveys
,8
According
the eight adjutants of Frederick IIL 160 A. In Sec. 13, Twp. 15, R. 16.
possessed but 35 decorations between
Isaac and Simon Bacharach to Chaa. Gouzalea, March 30, 1905, conveya
them. Count ,Hulsen Huesslen had
cons. $1, con- 162.62 A. in Sec. 18, Twp. 16, R. 12.
64 and his successor. Gen. von Pies-sen- , Glasgow, May 22, 1909,
16, R. 17,
Sec.
A.
160
35,
Quit Claim Deeds.
in
Twp.
68.
The
five
has. already
personal veys
of N.
and S. W.
Lizzie M. McMahon et ux to T. C
S. W.
adjutants of the kaiser possess to- W.
2, 1908, cons. $400,
gether 100.' Marshal Bluch could boast V.
Lipsett,
x
' Tomacito G. de Chavez to Henry conveys January
of only 15 in all.
lota 7 and 8, Blk. 3, Pablo
'

During June

Porvenir
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100-inc- h
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..... ...

.............
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A Wreck

,

G. Coors, May 29, 1909, cons. $1. con- Baca.
In Sec. 13, Twp. 15, R. 16.
Mortgage, Joe Sena et a to Edward
veys 160
Juan Valencia to Catallon Lopez, Jaramillo, May 18, 1909, cons. $50,
January 17, 1907, cona. $40, conveys on lots 4 and 5, Blk. 93.
land In Pst 9.
All Aboard for Harvey's!
Pred W. Browne to Eli C. Hersch- -

fit description for tbe man
or woman who is crippled with rheumatism. Just a few rheumatic twinges may be the forerunner of a aevere
attack stop the trouble at the start
3, 1909, cons. $1, conveys
Carriage goes out Saturday moro
with Ballard' Snow Liniment Curee burger, April
ine- rprnrna following Fridav. TjTe
19.
the rheumatism and all pain. Price 160 A. In Sec. 9, Twp. 16, R.
Patents.
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
25c, 60c and $1.00. Sold by Center
tJnited States of America to Albino Trading Co's.
Block Depot Drug Co.
is the only
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LAS VEGAS
"You wlll please remove
ciflsi:!"
barrymore made the trigger of tts
click audibly.
' - "Foolishly oh. foolishly!"
"The mask, please and quickly."
"Oh, spare me! It was all"
"The mask. I am growing more
desperate with each moment of delay."
Protestingly, the young lady's hand
went to her mask, and she lifted It
from her face. . Then
Barrymore
"
gasped. The revealed face was tha
same that had been haunting his mem.
orythe face of the dining-carAmazement rapturous delight and satisfaction mingled in ' his breast; but
his pistol hand remained steady. Barrymore realized that bis opportunity
had come, and be exclaimed:
"There Is ' something miraculous1 la
this! And, believing that this meet-ln- g
has been brought about in answer
to the earnest prayer which has been
in my heart since first I saw you three
months ago. I am determined I shall
not lose you again. Back here Is a
country parson. Ride a little In ad
vance of me and move In that that di
r.
rection."
,
Barrymore indicated by a motion of
his head.
"Why, what do you mean?"
"I mean that you are going to
marry me. i I am now going to put
away this weapon; but remember tha,
I have It bandy; and fail In one single
instant to obey, my commands during
the next hour, and you will have only
yourself to blame for the awful trag
edy which will follow."
"Surely you cannot mean what you
say?" The young lady's bosom rose
'' "
and fell tumultuously.
"Did I not tell you that I am a des
;
perate man?"
earnestness ap,, Only the deepest
peared in Barrymore's face,-- , as the
eyes of his captive searched his coun
tenance.
, The two riders now moved forward,
and in a little while they came in sight
of a small cottage painted red. On a
front veranda sat a little
man, reading. Barrymore leaned for
ward and whispered into his companion's ear:
"Remember, even to hesitate will bo
to invite a tragedy."
The girl nodded and sighed. Dis
mounting at the parson's gate, Barry
more assisted the young lady to alight;
and, side by side they entered the
house. For years this small cottage
had been noted as a sort of Gretna
Green; and the clergyman who resided
there had learned to ask few questions
and to proceed to business when a
young couple entered the house.
And on this occasion, when Barry
more and his companion had entered,
the ceremony was on and over In such
an incredibly short time, that the
coerced party to the contract could
hardly realize that she had become
Mrs. Barrymore.
Once more on the road and out of
sight of the cottage, Barrymore rode
close beside the horse of his bride,
who, beyond her subdued responses,
to the minister, had remained silent '
"Your lips to mine just one moment

DAILY OPTIC,

Hold-U- p

.

By CHARLES S. REID
(Copyright, by Pally Btory Pub. Co.)

Barrymore's memory was haunted
by the vision of a woman's face. He
had seen It .but once, and this had
of a Northwest
ibeen In the dining-ca- r
'

.

gone in search of the owner of thai
face. But, although he sought out
KCUUJT II ULU UUB DI1U VI Vw M(uu w
ii a nthAi Tia rrmlri nnt. flnrl bflr A?&in:
and since that time it had been a mat
ter oi mucu mystery vu mui nun u
COU1U UttVB

IU1BBBU UM.

',

?

It was near sundown, and

Barry- -

more was returning horseback from a
trip over the mountain. On coming
round a certain bend in the road, he
was brought to an. unexpected stand- till by the silent command of a sixshooter, whose r muzsle had been
brought to a level; with bis head.
"Your money, or your life!"
The words' had a familiar sound In
iBarrymore's ear. He had read them
often in his dime-novdays.. But
the voice which now bad uttered them
In reality, and in no uncertain man
ner, at a distance of less than sis

1

-

-

feet

i

was

that

of

a

woman,

This woman was neatly attired and
sat her horse gracefully. But over
the lower nart of her face was a

--

imasK.
Come,'" quicK!"
,

commanaea mo
robber. "I am a desperate
jwoman, and I do not care to take any
Hand
chanoes by. allowing delays.
.,
over your valuables."
Barrymore hesitated another moment; but a suggestive movement of
the elender finger of the hand that
held the weapon caused him hastily to
bring out his purse.
"Do you know, I have read of such
escapades as this,", he complained;
"but I must confess that this is my
j would-b- e

pious-lookin-

of this will be of some service to
you."
He handed over the purse with an
111 grace and started to ride away.
"Hold!"" The muzzle of the weapon
.nm thrust ' a few inches nearer.
Tour watch, please!"
"Well, I must say, you are grasping,
for a woman."
Slipping hla watch from bis pocket
he placed that, also, in the pretty
hand outstretched to receive it.
"You have a fine signet ring," suggested the female road agent V
A
l'tMa.A
Barrymore's tone had become oho of
earnest pleading. ,"The ring.' was
given me years ago by my mother."
"Sentiment has no part In the busi
ness upon which I am engaged. Give
me the ring, please."
"And if I should refuse?"
S"A bullet la your shoulder first'
And if that should fail to bring me
to terms?"
"Perhaps a bullet In the other shoul
der would serve to help your educa
tion."
"You are a regular pirafie.
The woman laughed, and the tone of
her laughter was 'very far from being
In line with the business she pro
fessed.
Barrymore slipped the ring from his
finger and gave that too, to the wom
an who bad the drop on him.
",Nbw dismount"
'. "Ha! do you know that you are
taking a pretty good risk of being
icaught when you burden yourself with
my horse?"
"I shall not burden myself very far.
In fact I merely, want to delay you as
much as possible.
Dismount will
....
you?"
v
"To oblige you." Barrymore dis-'moimted.
"Now get on your knees and thank
me for sparing your life."
"Never!"
Barrymore thrust his
hands into his pockets and threw back
''his bead.
V;
t
he
"if
there
is to
"And,"
continued,
do any pistol piay, you may as well
begin the shooting."
u
Tho" woman laughed again. "You
may remount your horse," she said.
!;When Barrymore was again in the
ouuii autr uauut.u ' ' ' tu ULLtl mo
purse and watch.
"The ring shall be returned to you
.later," she declared. "This farce has
been enacted merely to win a wager;
and I shall have to keep this ring fot
a short time to ptove my victory."
In returning Barrymore's property,
rrthe young woman had unwittingly re-- .
laxed her guard over the pistol hand;
and, Barrymore, quick .to see his op
portunity, suaaeniy graspea me wrist
of his captor and. wrenched the wean
on from the hand that had held it. A
little scream of" surprise and con
sternation escaped the. lips of the
masked woman;-- : and, i lashing her
horse, she made a hasty attempt,', to
;
But' Barrymore had
gallop away:
caugtit the bridle rein of her . horse,
... and at the" same time had covered the
mascuerader with her own weapon.
.hirst' yon win please nana over
my sirraet ring!" he commanded.
The young lady quickly complied."Now, please let me go?" s!kpleaded.' "I have been quite foolish."
"So you have; and I am now a des
perate man. That is a handsome dia
mond brooch you are wearing."
"Ah, my mother's "
"Sentiment has no part in the busl
ness upon which I am engaged,
The brooch was unclasped, and the
parting neckband displayed Just a
little more of the girl's beautiful white
-

-

".

,

.f;

Barrymore's tone now was very tender; and his companion yielded to the
passion of his caress with apparently
more willingness than the situation
might warrant But, sighing a moment later, she mused half aloud:
"My husband will understand, of
course, that I did it all to save my
"
life."
.
"What Is that?" Barrymore's heart
suddenly sank within him.
"I said that my husband "
"Then you are the wife of another?"
The girl's lips parted in a sudden
and merry peal of laughter. "Are you
not my husband, goosey?"
Barrymore looked Into her eyes,
then his heart- - thumped for Joy.
"Then you are not an unwilling
bride?" His arm bad Btarted about

her waist
'Why should I be, when this termi
nation of our 'i meeting - had been
planned by your sister, with my acqui
escence?"
"What? , You do not mean Louise?"
"She and I were classmates, you
know. But of course, you didn't '
know; and you didn't know that I was
to be her guest out here."
"They you are Ethel Morrow?"
"You mean, I was Ethel Morrow."
Barrymore's arms went round her,
and he crushed her lips with a kiss.
"And what about the hold-up?- "
"Well, really, that was not a part
of the plan. I was doing that as I
told you, td win a wager. Louise contended that a woman could never have
the nerve to do a thing like that; and
we decided that I should try It on

it

with results
'

unexpected."
"Unexpected, but not "
"Unsatisfactory?"
Her anewer was a kiss.,.,

alto-;eth-

'""-

Some Men's Wishes.
La Semaine Litteraire of Geneva
recently invited its readers to express
their opinions as to what is needed for
the betterment of the human family.
The men were asked to say what they
wished for women and the women
what they wished for men. The answers from the men showed that 75
out of 100 wanted women to remain
"just as they are." A small perfor
centage asked equal rights
them; many wished them "good husbands and happy, healthy families."
One humorist wished for "his sisters"
"more brains and less hat" Of the
women- not one wished the men to re
main as. they are.- They asked for a
fuller measure of all the virtues which
they missed in the lords of creation
throat
common sense, honesty, modesty, ap
"Now, will you oblige me by remov preciation, of the good qualities of
vr. the mask?"
women, a cure for avarice and a new
"Oh, I eannot 4. cannot! ' Please code of ethics similar to the one
snare me?"" The voice trembled.
laid down for women.
-

..
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sweetheart"

you." i ,.
"And you tried
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viously on tlfe decline; Cicely's went
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RUNABOUT

up like a

see-sa-
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USE,

'Oh, I don't know," said she, with
a shrug. "I did not care about having my hair fanned to tatters.l Oilier-wise- ,

It"

I rather enjoyed

"Yes," I assented, lamely; "yes, of

Br NELLIE CRAVEY G1LLMORE
nrrriooooocxDOfXOOOOOCX
(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)(
"The farce is ended," announced
Cicely, with a high nose, as she seated
herself in the auto beside me. "I
don't propose to be made a laughingstock by a mere man."
VOn me," considered I, because of
my recent attentions to the Other
Girl; but I sheathed my reply in a
glittering generality. "No
ing girl would," I observed, with outand an Inward
ward ostentation
cringe.
"And the sooner he realizes it," she
pursued, as wo shot into the high
road, "well!" She shrugged meaning
ly, regarding me with wrath-blaceyes from between two pink chiffon
curtains.
"That veil,",! hastened to observe,
"is about the most becoming thing I
ever saw you we "
She cut me off with an icy stare. I
took refuge in a smile, and lost myself in contemplation of Cicely's dim
self-respe-

k

ple.
An ominous pause ensued, broken
only by the swift hum of wheels over
the hard clay road. To tho right an

endless chain of buttercups gleamed
gold in the dapple sunlight; on the
left was a sharp, sterile declivity. We
skimmed dizzily past around a nar
row curve, down, down, and up again
to level ground before Cicely broke
the silence.
"I might as well tell you," she an
nounced, the light of battle in her eye
"that I have accepted Jack Ransdale."
"The devil you have!" I exclaimed
with unconscious profanity putting
on' brakes so precipitately as to Jeop
ardise, both our lives. "It It's sud
I queried, apologeti
den, isn't it?"
'
cally.
"Oh, not so awfully,' she responded,
airily, with a rush of crimson to her
temples.
I tried to get at her eyes; but only
two glistening rows of Jetty fringe
across the pink line of her cheeks
greeted my agonized glance.
Suddenly she laughed and tossed her
head, shaking down a whole cataract
of
curls.
I turned toward her with a forlorn
hope. "It's all a Jest, a huge. Joke,'
1 suggested, feebly, but hopefully de
spite my rising ire.
retorted
Cicely,
"Well, hardly,"
drawing herself u$
"Then," remarked I, glacially, pride
rallying to my assistance, "we're in
for mutual congratulations."
Cicely gave a start holding tremu
lously to the cloudy pink streamers
flying beneath her dimpled chin,
Then: "Really!" she exclaimed, gush
ingly, "how lovely!"
"If you don't believe it I babbled
on, In. a quite overdone effort to con
vince, "read that" I produced a close
sheet of note paper from
my inside pocket and thrust it into
her little gloved paw. I watched her
excitedly as she scanned the endearing contents. In a moment she re
turned it to me with a disdainful little
,'-gesture.
"Maudlin," she sniffed, contemptuously, "mere drivel. 'Angel' and 'your
devoted slave.' Ugh!" A ripple of
silent scorn flitted over her face. Her
poise was enviable, to say the least;
though her lips were not so red as before.
Spleen getting the rein of me at this
juncture, I skimmed st couple of miles
la twice as many minutes.
Suddenly I felt the clutch of terrified fingers on my biceps. "You are
mad!" she cried, white as death.
At the next turn I slowed down a
trISe, allowing momentary breathing
space.
"By the way," began Cicely, calm restored, "you seem quite confident that
She will accept yon." She regarded
me, for all her demureness, with unconcealed triumph in her flashing
eyes.
"Can you doubt my assurance after
reading those- Ones?", I asked her. Indifferently.
"Scarcely. But you haven't told me
yet who she who the lucky girl Is?"
'she queried with elaborate unconsun-gol-

course."
"I think we'd better be turning
round," she suggested presently, In a
matter-of-fac- t
tone; "it's late." The
gray dusk already obscured- her fea
tures.
"I suppose we had," I agreed, sav
agely, "for I've' work to do before another moon."
"Work?" she questioned, politely,
but unlnterestedly. '
"With Ransdale, yes," I muttered,
,:
grimly.
"Jack!" She called the world in a
little inarticulate whisper of, alarm.
And well she might have.
"Exactly," I went on In a relentless
voice. "I mean to grind him to pulp
this very night" y
She stared at me a moment with
wonderful eyes; then she laughed out
right "While I am while the Other
Girl and I are choosing our weapons,"
she said, quickly; but her voice broke
curiously under its veneer of badinage.
."Cicely!" t cried, with sudden intuition, "I'm sorry upon my word, I
never meant a word of it The whole
thing was a humbug; see I am tearing the letter in two? The fact
She broke in upon my incoherence
with a little tremor of laughter.
"Don't," she said; "send It to me,
instead."
t eyed her with a dawning suspicion.
"Are you sure you did not know all
'
along?" I demanded.
'Know what?" She drew back with
flushing cheeks.
"Why, that it was meant for you
all the time!" I exclaimed, ingenu
-
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cement sidewalk, plastering, brick and atone work. JobMaa
to. Only best material used. All work guarantees.
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promptly
All kind
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OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.
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ously.
Cicely studied me solemnly for a
second, then buried her nose in my
lapel. The road was deserted at this
.

spot.
"Dear Dick!" she whispered.
"But but Ransdale?" I questioned,

THE LAS VEGAS

anxiously.
"You're going to make sausage out
she asked
of him, aren't you?"

naively.
"I'm afraid my gory Intentions will
not avail me my heart's desire now,"
1 remarked with
great bitterness of
soul. I began to shift in my seat, and
putting on a pretty stiff speed, just
managed to elude a
"I was piqued with someone when
I wrote that Jetter accepting Jack,"
':
she breathed in my ear.
"But," I objected, strenuously, "it
doesn't help me out, does it."
Cicely crimped up her Hps into a
Jacqueminot rosebud. "I don't believe
you're a bit glad," she pouted:
"That I am not," I cried, indignantly, "if you mean that you have promised yourself to Ransdale!"
She lifted tho corners of her eyes
to 'me for a second, with the gold of
her hair and the pink of her yell blow-- ,
lng ravlshingly against her poppy-re- d
cheeks.
"1 haven't mailed it yes," said she.

'
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BARGAIN

IS WASHINGTON

PIE?

of Opinion, as to What
Really Constitutes It

Difference

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Blobbs "A man is naturally ; addicted to more crooked work than a
woman." Sfobba ''Huh,!
Did you
ever see a woman drive a nail?"

PIDPLES
"I tried all kinds of blood mudlm which failed
to do me any good bat I have found the right black-heailthing
at Inst. My fnce was foil of pimples and
After taking Cascareto they all left, lam
the nse of them and recommending
iaontlnnlng
'them to my friends. I feel line when I rise n the
aborning. Hope to have A ehaaeo to reeommeaa
Gascarets."
'
Fred C. Witten, M Elm St.. Reward. K. t.

A

Thrilling Rescue..

How Bert R Lean, of Cheny, Wash.,
was saved from; a frightful death Is a
,story to thrill the world. "A hard'
cold," he writes, ''brought on a des- "
perate lung trouble that baffled an ex- -

Then I paid $10 to
in Spr
Then J
went to California but without benefT
At last I used Dr. King's New Discov
cry which completely cdred me and
now I am as well as ever." For lung
trouble, bronchitis, coughs and colds,
asthma, croup and whooping cough It's
50c and $1.00.
Trial botsupreme
tle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.

pert doctor here:

.

CANDY CATHARTIC

lT

Pleasant. Palatable. Potent, Taste flood. OoOand,
Never Sickon, Weaken or Gripe. lOe, Use, 50o. Neve
sold in bulk. The genuine tublet stamped OCQ
Ooaranteed to care or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 505

AKNUALSALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

--

,

-
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$13' a visit to a ftmg specialist
kane, who did not help me..

n

,
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Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

every one has1 heard of
Washington pie, but there seems to be
no agreement of opinion as to what
It takes a man with an extraordinmember of the pie family rightly bears ary command of language to control
the name of the Father of His Coun- a talkative woman.
try.
"Washington pie?" says the man
Vagaries of a Cold.
from "Way Down East," which Is beYou can never be quite sure where
yond Boston, repeating your question.
"Why, sure, I know It There are a cold is going to hit you. , In the fall
three1 layers of spongy cake, with two
and winter it may settle in the bow
prelayers of jelly or strawberry
els,
producing severe pain. In the
serves In between and white frosting
on the; top. It's bully, too, and I summer It may give you the colic with
wish I could get it here."
diarrhoea or summer complaint Do
"BXat that's not Washington pie," In- not be
alarmed nor torment yourself
terrupts the' woman from the west with fears of appendicitis or inflamma-atio"that's simply layer cake. Washington
of the bowels. At the first sign
pie, though. Is something like cake.
the
of
pain or cramp take Perry DaBut there aro only two lajers of
cake, and in between Is a creamy fill- vis' Painkiller In warm, sweetened
ing made of eggs and milk and sugar water and ielief will come at once.
and a little flavoring. And yon put There la but one Painkiller, Perry Dapowdered sugar on the top."
Is now put up In a large 35c
"That's Boston cream pie," chorus vis'., It
two persons from Boston Itself,' who size, as well as the regular 50c size.
speak witk the assurance that betrays
their habitat ""And what's more, we A girl would rather paint her
never heard of Washington pie. Do cheeks than have a red nose from a
you think It fitting to name a pie cold in her head..
after an important historical figure V
"I've been making Washington pie
Delicious Banana Cream.
for years," Interposes mildly a 'woman who lives' in Brooklyn and ' isn't . This recipe is highly recommended
ashamed of It, "and my Washington by one of our correspondents; try it
!
pie is a pie and not a cake. I grind for dessert tomorrow.
apples into a pulp and mix the pulp Peel five large bananas, rub smooth
with sherry, and use that as a filling with five
teaspoonfnls of sugar. Add
for an ordinary open face pie. The one
sweet cream beaten to a
teacup
much
looks
completed article
stiff
add one 10c package
then
froth,
pie, and it's the tooth somes t
of Lemon JELL-dissolved In 1
thing I know."
Now what Is Washington pie?
teacups boiling water. Pour into mold
and when cold garnish with candled
'
'Round the World Telegraph.
cherries. Serve with whipped cream,
Commenting on the 'round the world or
any good pudding sauce. JELL-telegraph experiment recently made
10c per packby a newspaper in Copenhagen, Ferdi- ii sold by all Grocers at
,
nand Wagner says in a Berlin paper: age.
"There was nothing wonderful in the
result Two messages were sent by Even in this land of the free the
the editor to himself at Copenhagen. real estate owner has to pay taxes on
One went via Shanghai, New York
,
it
apd London, and the other via London,
Shanghai and New York. The first to
Could Not Be Better. , ,
arrive at Its destination was the one
No one has ever made a salve, ointwhich was sent by way of Shanghai.
It had to be retransmitted eight times, ment, lotion or balm to compare with
and was received at the Copenhagen Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Its the one
office In. 3 hours, and 23 minutes
after it had been sent away. The perfect healer o cuts, corns, burns,
time seems short to . circle the bruises; sores, scalds, boOa, ulcers, ecglobe, but if the various stations zema, salt rheum. For sore eyes, cold
had received notice in advance sores, chapped hands its supreme. Inand if the trial dispatch had been fallible for piles. Only 25 cents at all
given the right of way the time would druggists.
have been reduced almost to tht
If you read it to The Optic It's so.
Almost

t
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four-in-han-
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."The girl I love."
"Oh!" She smiled; her brows went
up into delicate black arcs.
, Another horrible silence held us in
grip. Then, the idiot in me rushing to
utterattce, I pleaded: "Dearest, don't
marry him!" My voice was flimsy,
my eyes ridiculous (I presume), for
Cicely treated me to a most incisive
stare.
.
"You are beside yourself," she delivered, frigidly, giving her attention
to the whirling landscape.
On we sped like fury, one, two-th- ree
I was beside myself.
miles.
Cicely sat very still, her lips
and colorless, her loosened
hair blowing in a cloud of tangled gold
across her white face. "You don't
want to kill yourself and and me,
do you?" I heard indistinctly, above
the noise of the machine and the
shriek of the wind In our ears.
"Life isn't worth living," I hurled
back, brutally, and shot crosBways of
.a curve.
After a breathless minute I turned
and looked, into Cicely's eyes. They
.were wide, brave, but miserable. Compunction seized ine.
"I'm a contemptible brute," I apologized, bursting with contrition. "I've
I
frightened you half to death."
slowed down as rapidly as discretion
would nermit Mi bravado was ob

THE

is"

d

the dainty Inflection
of satire, but retorted, sententiously:

And Yoi Will Always Have

;

'

cern;.
I winced under

BOSS PATEW T FLO

The man who gets to the top doesn't always wait for the elevator.
Of Interest to Farmers and Mechanic

Farmers and mechanics frequently
meet with slight accidents and injuries
which cause them much annoyance
and loss of time A cut or bruise may
d
be cured In about
the time
usually required by applying Chamberlain's Liniment as soon as the
Is received This liniment Is also
valuable for sprains, soreness of the
muscles and rheumatic pains. There Is
no danger of blood poisoning from an
Injury when Chamberlain's Liniment
Is applied before the parts become
inflamed and swollen. For sale by all
dealers.
one-thir-

in-Ju-

Fortune 'never smiles on a man
who stares her out of countenance.

.

A Card.
This Is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
if Foley's Honey and Tar fall
to
cure your cough or cold. It stops the
cough, heals the lungs and prevents
pneumonia and consumption. Contains no onits. The cpnnlna la In
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
ana nea cross Drug Co.
,

Call up Main

J,

when you have any
news. The Optic wants it
2!

WeAsIiYou
to take Cardul, for your femala
troubles, because va are sura it
will help, you. Remember that
this great female remedy

mm

has brought relief to thousands of
other sick women, so why not to
you ? For headache, backache,
periodical pains, femala weakness, many have said It Is "the
beat medietas to take." Try It 1
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THE W. M. LEWIS COMPANY. The
only eiclnv. undertaker, in
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external treatment can nev
ercureachronicsoreorulcer,
'

very severe. It was nearly as large as a dollar and
terribly inflamed in all the surrounding parts. It
had been there so long and growing worse aU the
time, I became very much discouraged and alarmed .
At last I began the use of 8. 8. 8. At first the
ulcer seemed to get worse, but I soon found that the
poison was being removed from the blood and I continued to take 8. S. 8. It was not long before I
noted a decided improvement and I kept up the use
of the medicine until I was entirely cured of this
cancerous ulcer. This has been
some time ago and
there is no sign of a return of the trouble.
MRS. W. A. WRIGHT.
Gary, Fia.

because it does not reach the
blood. The place Will remain
open as long t is used as a
drainage for the impurity
POISONED FROM INSECT BITE.
which is in the blood, and in
'
' "
Wilmington, R. C.
From the bite of an Insect I was poisoned and bad
addition to the worry and
dreadful sore on my ankle and took different
treatments with no benefit. I was induced to try
anxiety caused fcy an 0jd SOf
xew uoiues
o. o. o. , ttiiu aiicr
cleared my
naTB hhere is
Chancellor Commandsystem and cleansed mv blood and cured the sore.
.i
always danger of its
for
mother
took
it
My
rheumatism, with suoeess.
er.
i tl t ro ft iAf Ai ic ir rt Anna
Am
ho'
I cheerfully recommend S. 8. S. where a blood
Office: Wheeler Bldg. E. Las Vegas Fischer, wife of the Santa Fe drug-- .
W. D. KENNEDY.
is needed.
,
nr uiup mc purifier
wsi-ku- .
u
109 soutn first Br,
CBA8. 8. PRLDGEN.
Keeper of" Record and
to
be
his
to
and
have
gist,
deputy
Seal.
charee ofthe offle wnrk. Mr otm Wood, and nourish the flesh
and then the place will heal of its
will have charge of the work in the with a rich, healthy circulatio
Own accord
TIIORKIllLl, Florist office of the mounted police.
BALDY LODGE. NO. 77, FRATER
S. S. S. cures old sores by removing the causes which nroduce
Judge ira a. Abbott in the district
OF AMERICA
NAL UNION
- tnem.
court
counat
Valencia
los
of
Lunas,
it goes aown into the circulation, drives out all impurities and
s
and
third Wednesday
first
Floral Designs for Weddings,
ty, granted the motion for a change ooisons, and by nourishing the flesh with rich. Dure blood causes the
etc.
Cut
each month at Fraternal BrotherParties, Funerals,
oi, venue maae Dy Attorney is. w. olase to heal naturally and permanently. S. S. S. does not make a stir.
Flowers a) ways on hand.
hood ialL Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
Dobson for his client John F. Lasater, face cure buti
being the greatest of all blood purifier it begins at the
C.
Secretary,
Thornhlll,
Bertha
AND GARDENING
TREES PRUNED
with the killing of
charged
iUJu Knftnm
arm hv
onH ciinn mnf ilwalU P.. I
rphinlnino- hrolrATi
Invited.
vrt..Via
UVWM ticciiA
members
cordially
UwHJUVj
v;
ll VWU rfnwn
Uiy
tlng
DUpJf
named Sarracino, during a fiesta in
attended to.
to
the
causes
the
circulation,
place to fill in with firm.
Belen last September. The man died healing qualities
while it steadily but surely removes the cause and effects
EEBEKAH LODGE, L O. 0. F.,
as the result of alleged knife wounds healthy flesh,
a permanent cure. The sore cannot remain when the blood is Dure.
506 Grand Ave.,
167.
Main
Phone
fourth
em
Thursday
and
became
inflicted by Lasater who
meets second
S. S..will thoroughly purify the blood. Book on Sores and
Opposite San Miguel Bank.
I.
broiled in a fight with a number of and S.
evenings ot each month at the
East Las Vegas, N. M.
and
Ulcers
any medical advice free to all who write.- .as
of
natives
the
result
a
quarrel
O. O. F. hall. Mies uertna weeabr,
S.
is for sale at ell drug stores.
S.
S.
with the mayordomo, An indictment
N. O.;. Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V. G.;
I HE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
was
returned
the
murder
by
charging
F. Dailey, Secretary;
Mrs.
CONTEST NOTICE.
case
grand jury last week. Lasater's
Smith, Treasurer.
(Serial No. 06427)
will be triad in Bernalillo county. At
Hook "I never knew such a liar
The man who has never had any
United
Department of the Interior,
torney General F. W. Clancy appears as that fellow Longbow." Nye,
"I disappointments isn't in a position
N.
AND
M.,
SECOND
Santa
Fe,
MEETS
P. O. E.
States Land Oftice,
for the territory in this case.
guess that'3 right Ho can't even drop to appreciate good luck.
each April 24, 1909. A sufficient contest,
evenings
fourth Tuesday
a hint without breaking his word."
in
this
filed
Visitin
C
haU.
affidavit having been
month at O. R.
Women Who Are Envied.
8ore Nipples
- brothers are cordially invited. W. office by Epaphras Lee Beal, contes Those attractive women who are
Trouble
Makers
Ousted.
who has had experience
mother
Any
ConNo.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W.
tant, against homestead entry
wnn a surrerr from stomach trouble with this distressing ailment will be
lovely in face, form and temper are
SE
for
1908,
4,
made
14168,
May
don, secretary.
the envy of many, who might be like takes Dr. Kings New Life Pills he's pleased to know that a cure may be
Section 32, Township 17 north, Range
- them. A weak, sickly woman will be mjghty glad to see his dyspepsia and effected
'
Franby applying Chamberlain's
M.
P.
N.
meridian, by
EASTERN STAR. REGULAR' COM- 21 east,
nervous and irritable. Constipation or Indigestion fly, but more is he tickled Salve as soon as the child is done nur
tt
which
in
contestee,
J.
els
ana
Dorsey,
,
lourcn
muntcatlon becond
in pimples, over his new, fine appetite, strong sing. Wipe It off with a soft cloth beis alleged that Francis J. Dorsey bas kidney troubles show
Thursday evenings of each1 month.
and
skin
more
a wretch- nerves healthy vigor, all because fore allowing the babe to nurse. Many
blotches,
eruptions
abandoned said land for
All visiting brothers and sisters are wholly
Electric stomach, liver and kidneys now work trained nurses use this salve with
all
ed
never
For
such,
has
complexion.
last
past,
A. than six months
25c at all druggists.
best results. For sale by all dealers.
cordially invited-- . Mrs. Sarah
Is
Bitters work wonders. They regulate right.
Mrs. Ida established a residence thereon and
matron;
worthy
the
Chaffin,
not now residing upon and cultivat- stomach, liver and kidneys, purify
Seelinger, secretary.
ing said land as required by law, said blood; give strong nerves, bright eyes,
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nnrtiPH are hereby notified to appear,

v T.AS VEGAS LODGE NO
4,: meets' every Monday evening at

,

thslr hall in Sixth Street, au
invited to
tag brethren cordially
lend. George Lewis, . u., v,.

3. Wertz,
V. G.;
W. E. Crites, treasurer;

wnAHWer

rotary;

O.

at

trustee,
V, Hedgcock, cemetery
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BROTHERHOOD,

NO

at
Fridav Bisht
lU3t mecio
hail in the Schmidt building
west of Fountain Square, at eiat
coro'clock.' Visiting members are
presCook,
N.
dially welcome." Jas.
ident; J as. R. Lowe, secretary.

COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
and
second
meets
CIL No 804,
O.' R. C. hall, Pion-e-r
fourth Thursday,
Visiting members are
bldg
W. R- - Tipton,
cordially invited.
P.
Mackei,
G. K.; E.

.,v

r

THIRD
E. MEETS FIRST AND
at
month,
Tuesday evenings each
HalL Visit- Brotherhood
Fraternal
w'1"""' Invited.
inn hrnttiers
E. C.
Jno Thornhlll, president
Ward, Secretary.
O

MEET

.-T- Mvr

IN

FRATERNAL

and
othhood ball every atsecond
tbe
eighth
fourth Thursday, sleep

Visiting brothers a.wayR.
James
wigwam
to
th.
eome
Davis
H.
Waits
Lowe, sachem;
of
hief of records and collector
wampum.
mn

.

m

T?fSKNWALD Lodge Nb. 645, I.
every first WednesB.-vestry
the
in
month
f the
lore Dougroom of Temple Montef
Visit,
street
and Ninth
las
invited,
cordially
are
tog brother, ,
.MiMsnt! Rabbi J.
Chat urecncinj, w
. Raisin, secrstary.
v.

Vb

Meets

nue

pure breath, smooth, velvety skin,
touching lovely complexion. Many charming
respond, and offer evidence a.
m. on women owe their health and beauty to
said allegation at 10 o'clock
June 24, 1909, before KODerc u.
them. 50c at all druggists.
Ross U. S. court commissioner, at
final
Mhat
M.
Las Vegas, N,
'(and
'Love will find a way," quoted the
rfii be held at 10 o'clock a.
hoortn
the
regisWise
Guy. "Yes, even though It may
m. on July 6, 1909, before)
ter and receiver at the UnitedM."States be only a way out," added the Simple
iQnrt nffira In Santa Fe. N.
Mug.
The said contestant having, In a
wooer affidavit filed May 4, 1909, set
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the Best
forth facts which show that after due
on the Market
HniironpB Tifiraonal service of this no
tice can not ne maae, it is umeuj
Chamberlain's Cough
used
"I
have
dered and directed that such noticefind
and
it the best on the
Remedy
publicaand
proper
due
be given by
W
E.
Tardy, editor of
vi
wuwbw.
market,"
says
aaaressi
tion. Record
'
Watrous, N. M.
The Sentinel, Gainsboro, Tenn. "Our
,
MANT7EL R. UTBirMJ, ltegiier.
baby had several colds the past winter
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy al
Dashaway ways gave it relief at once and cured
Widow
Wiee "The
doesn't let the grass grow under her it in a short time. I always recom-itfeet." Wagg "Of course not She's mend It when opportunity presents
self For sale by all dealers.
a grass widow."

The summer girl imagines she can't
cool unless she wears a shirt
keep
'
Rev. I W. Williamson, Huntington, waist
that a blind man could see
W., Va... writes: "This is to certify
'
through.
that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy
and
kidney
for nervous exhaustion
You Never Can Tell
trouble and am free to say that it will just exactly the cause of tour rheudo all that you claim for it" Foley's
matism, but you know you have it Do
mrtnpv Remedy has restored health you know that Ballard's Snow Lini
and strength to thousands of weak, ment will cure it? relieves the painrun down people. Contains no harm reduces the swelling and limbers the
ful drugs and is pleasant to take. O Joints and muscles so that you will be
G. Schaef"" and Red Cross Drug Co, as active and well as you ever were.
Price 25c. 50c and $' JO. Center Block
Co.
When we do meet a man whose Depot Drug
success
turned
by
head hasn't been
The only noise some men make In
we conclude that he must have
world comes from their exploded
the
stiff neck.
theories.
. Stomach Troubles.
If you want to feel well, look well
Many remarkable cures of stomach
be well, take Foley's Kidney Rem
and
troubles have been effected by Cham
edv. It tones up the kidneys and
and
Tablets
Liver
berlain's Stomach
bladder, purifies the blood and re
One man who had spent over two
stores health and strength. Pleasant
thousand dollars for medicine and to
take and contains no harmful
a
treatment was cured by few boxes drugs. Why not commence today?
of these tablets. Price 25 cents. Sam O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.
ples free at all drug stores

Summer's Cali!
Do You Hear It?
,
Doesn't the waking season arouse thoughts of tumbling-surffor
the
the
mountain
quest
climbing,
placid lakes,
elusive fish, the gay life of the resorts, of riding, golfing,
automobile trips; or create a yearning for indulgence in
your own particular pastime?
'
J you hear it, heed it;
.

Where Should You Go?

NOTICE.

.

(Serial No. 06603)
Depa. ment of the Interior, United ;
States Lnd Office Santa Fe. N. M, "i
April 24, 1909. A sufficient contest:
affidavit having been filed In this of- fice by Percy Lee Beal, contestant,
against homestead, entry No. 14404,
made May 27, 1908, for NW 4 Section 33, Township 17 north, range 21
east, New Mexico principal meridian ;
by Peter Meyer, contestee, in which it t
is alleged that Peter Meyer has whoI
ly abandoned said land for more than
six months last past, has never es
tablished a residence thereon and !
not now residing upon and cultlvat- - .
ing eaid land as required by law.
Said parties are hereby notified to
'
appear, respond and offer evidence "'
touching' said allegation at 10 .o'clock
a. m- - on June 24, 1909, before Robert'
L. M. Ross, U. S. Court Commission- er at Las Vegas, N. M., that final
Ill vrt
ofl in
1.
m.m nMnnlr
u vivva wn
UE3JU u
iin tinl
I,,...!..
ill 'n. l iiii' wiii
m. on July 6, 1909, before the regis
ter and receiver at the United States
land office in Santa Fe, N. M. The said contestant having, in a
Rroper affidavit filed Santa Fe, N.
M., May 13 1909, set forth fact
era
a
i.t.v unn. Vn4 nffAw iia
cannot
personal service of this notice
be made, it is hereby ordered and tit-- J
reeled that such notice be given by
due and proper publication.
Record address of contestee, Orch- - ";
ard, Iowa.
"
MANUEL R. OTERO, j
'
Register.
1--

We want to show you in this short, but honest and. reasonable talk,
now ana wny o. a. a. cures uia sorest we do not cla m that S. S. S.
worKs wonders, cut we ao Know it will cure sores and ulcers, and its
recora or rorty years past abundantly justifies this confidence.
Any old sore shows an unhealthy and impure condition of the
blood. It is a diseased condition of the flesh at that particular spot,
caused and kept inflamed and irritated by a continual discharge into
jt 0f unhealthy matter from the circulation. In various ways the blood
Decomes contaminated ana
BAD SORB PROM AH OLD WODHD.
polluted. A long spell of fev
I want to recommend 8. S. 8. to any wbo are in
er, of other sickness, breeds
BOed Of A blood DUriticr. and efiMciaTlv a a mmeil v
for ore and obstinate ulcers. In 1877 had my
disease germs in the system;
itg
badly cut on the abarp edge of a barrel and having;
the failure of nature's elimi- on a blue woolen stocking;, the place was
badly
MviouuBu uuui m u uye. jl great sore iormea ana
native members to remove the
tor yean no one knows what I suffered with the
place. I tried, it seemed to me,
I had
waste and refuse matters of
ever beard of but I got no relief and Ieverything
thought I would
have
to jo through life with an angry, discharging
the DOdy, the CXCeSSlVe USe Of
mio vu my ieg, Atiaaii oeganine use o. s. b.,
and it wa but a short time
minpralc in rprtaln
until I saw that the
wv. will Hicpqcac
UMMtdbJ)
place was improving. I continued it until it reinfected wounds, bites and
moved all the poison from my blood and made a
complete and permanent cure of the sore.
2bn Navy
StingS Of insects, etc., all C0ft
St., Brooklyn, H. T. JNO. ELLIS.
taminate the blood with mof'
A CANCEROUS ULCER.
bid matter and eerms which
I had a large sore or ulcer on my face and nothing
sooner or laer manifest their
I tried would benefit me. It began with shooting
pains and soon the itching was terrible. At first it
hresence hv ' a sore nr nlrpr
discharged a watery fluid which soon changed to
one of thicker composition and the
Hof.
tn
pain became
.
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NEWS

Minneapolis people have Just clos
ed a deal for 308 acres of land in
the Mesilla valley near Las Cruces.
They paid. $34,000 for it
AND
Judge John R. McFie yesterday at
Short Orders and Regula Dinners
Santa Fe committed to the territorial
insane asylum at Las Vegas, Ct W. R.
oc-o- i
OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED Dobyns of Raton, who was a Colfax
Irani, fnr iijl fpr V
fiwintv lull nrlormo-iat the penitentiary. Bobyns had been
in Mexico befom he was taken to
SOCIETY
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
the penitentiary.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mount- ed
police, of Santa Fe, has been
LODGE
NO.
vhlrMAN
S, A.F.
PHYSICIANS.
A.
notified of the escape of Fiorencio
r fV ''
II.
Reralar mm.
Bermudez, a seventeen year old mur- or. e. l. hammond
tt.unicatlon first
derer, serving a ten years' sentence.
d'entist
third Thuisdaye la
from the convict gang oa the Scenic
J
Both
each month. Visit--. Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Highway near the Colorado boundary
phones at office and residence.
Bermudez Is from Torrance county
lag brothers cordial- t invited. Geo. H. KinkeL W. M.,
and it is supposed that he made his
'
has. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
way back to his old stamping ground,
DR. 6. L. JENKIN8
Judge F. W. Parker of Socorro has
appointed J. J. Swofford, a broker of
DENTIST
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2.
Knnanct CMv ftnrt TT C. Rrp.nf nf t.hn
Knights Tempiar. . Regular
tfpdfirnT Triiat Pnmnanv ct Kansas
Over Hedgcock's 8hoe Store
t
o
i.
js conclave second Tuesday In
WUiil- Ul IUB
r"
OUllU
jily , ICUClVCli
Phone Vega 79
"
" each month at Masonic
pany, the concern headed by C. H.
remple, 7:30 p. m. John 8. Clark,
Elmendorf, which has under way one
F, . LORD, DENTIST
r. C., Charles Tamme, Recorder.
.
of the biggest land reclamation enter- (Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams) prises in the territory at Eimdorf,
near San Antonio. , The company has
ROTXJA VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8,
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
4.
al Arch Masons.
3
Phone placed under ditch thousand of acres
Regular
and
Leader. Rooms
of fine valley land, the enterprise be-f convocation
'
first Monday in
Main 67.
lug uuo ui. iuq uiuai yrLeutiuuH m
Masonic
each month st
Nov Union
M. R.
TemDle. 7:30 p. m.
ATTORNEYS.
Pairn R. Otero nf Santa Pa roBIpn.
VsliseBWBf
Williams. H. P.. 'has. H
ed'as
deputy game and fish warden
1
GEORGE H. HUNKER
,
gporleder, Secretary.
of the" territory and accepted a posi- tion on the territorial mounted po-Attorney at Law
lice force under Captain .Fred For- New
EL DORADO IiODGE NO, 1
Block,
Lu Vegas,
Office: Veeder
noff.
Mr. Otero has made an ex-v
Mexico.
Knights of Pythias
cellent
game warden and has
deputy
meet every Monday
also made ood on the mounted police
Castle
eveniDK in
MORRISON
E.
GEORGE.
Hall, Visiting Knights
lorce irom wmcn ne nan resigned to
are cordially invited.
accept tne position mst resigned.
SACKMAN.
J. F.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
i

JUNE

WEDNESDAY,

Varro

Lift

Phones Offic

DAILY OPTIC,

i

-

'

CONTEST NOTICE
(Serial No. 06283)

Department of the Interior, United
Office. Santa Fe, N. M,
April 9, 1909 A sufficient contest af- -fidavit having been filed in this of
fice by Ramon N. Trujlllo, contestant, against homestead entry No.
13972, made April 16, 1908, for S 2
NB 4 Section 3 .TownS
NW
ship 16 north; Range 21 east, N. M. P.
meridian, by Herman N. Glllis, contestee. in which It Is alleged that the
said Herman N. Gillis has never lived
upon said land nor made any improvements thereon nor in any war
complied with the homestead law;'
said parties are hereby notified to appear, respond, and offer evidence
touching' said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June 7, 1909, before Robert
L. M. Ross, U. S. court commissioner,
at Las Vegas, San Miguel county, N.
M. (and that final hearing will be.
held at 10 o'clock a. m. on June 17,
1909 before) the register and receiver
at the United States land office In
Santa Fe, N. M.
The said contestant having, in a
proper affidavit tiled May. 4. 1909. Bet.,
forth facts which Bhow that after dua..
diligence personal service of this no- v
tlce cannot be made, it is hereby ordered and directed that Buch notice
be given by due and proper publication. Record address of contestee:.
Osage, Iowa.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
i

States Land

1--

1--

1--

2

;

'

--

If you desire a clear complexion
take Foley's Orlno Laxative for con.

stipation and liver trouble as It will
stimulate these organs and thoroughly cleanse your system, which is what
everyone needs In the spring In orSchaefer and
der to feel well. O. G.
Red Cross Drug Co. '
v

If

you read

it In The Optic it's

so.

The Trotting Bred Morgau
Stallion,
Golden McGregor No. 4742
American Morgan Register
Will make the season of 1909 at
,

my ranch on the upper Sapello (The
Fontaine ranch) at $15.00 by the season. In case mare does not get with
foal she may be returned the follow- ing season or money refunded at my
option.- Weighs 1200 lbs.
Is
made
full
Golden
McGregor
horse of immense bone and goes high
all round with plenty ot natural
,
speed.
Golden McGregor was sired by Bay
McGregor 2:29 4 sire of Dr. Trultt
etc
Alice McGregor 2:19
2:16
19
4
2:24
years
Herod
(at
Dam by
of age), sire of several In the list
When you see the little McGregors
next season you will wish you had.a
il. gwu
one. ' rail in line anu Dreeu mat
V
mare of yours.
Yours, Resp
-

1--

Choose from among the following;
California,
Colorado,
Yosemite Valley,
The
Alaska-Yukon-Paci-

The Grand Canyon,
The Northwest,
Exposition.

1--

3--

1--

m

Los Angeles, San Diego and Return, $37.95
San Francisco, $45.00
For the same trip one way via Portland and Seattle, $60.00.
Tickets on sale May 6 to 13, inclusive; June 1 and 2; June 24 to
July 10, Inclusive; and July 27 to August 6, inclusive.
Final limit October 31, 1909. Liberal stopover privileges.
,
' Slightly higher fares on other dates during the summer.
,

Rev. I. W. Williamson's Letter.

.

a.

-

Harry Maurice.

Santa Fe service and the famous meals by Harvey, Could any- "
j
thing more be desired?
Plan now. Read up about the country
and it J attractions. Get free folders issued
account the Elks meetings; the N. E. A.;
Colorado; the great Exposition, the Grand
Canyon, and elsewhere.
D. L. BATCH ELOR, Agent.
.

sua

Las Vegas, N. M.

s

TUB ORIQin.T,
I

j

Cure Coughi, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma. Throat
&J Lunff Troubles. Prtvents Pntu&c&U and Coasumptioo
FOR SALE BY O.

a SCHAEFER

AND RED CROSS

LAXATIVE
HONEY and TA

DRUG COMPANY

bathe

,

LAS VEGAS

EISHT

J

V
.

WEDNESDAY,

JUNE

9, 1909

LAS

CYCLONE FENCING
and Strongest

Garavanza
or
Chick 'sPe:swv:
'
Is a product from Spain and is

DAILY OPTIC,

VEGAS'

Also

made.
'' I

Cheapest.

15c a

.

:

."

;S'

yds. Genuine Amoskeag apron check gingham for $1.00
$1.00
lO'yds. Lonsdale or fruit of the Loom Muslin for$1.00
$i.'25 Gingham Petticoats
-

Agents for Standard Patterns.
Agents for P. N., Corsets.

Phone Main 379

'

If prepared as follows:
Soak over night in lute warm salted
water. Rinse in fresh water and cook
like peas or beans, and when nearly done
add a little sugar.
The recipe we furnish gratis;

LUDVJID Vim. 1LFELD,

GARAVANZA we sell

vv-.:-

WEATHER REPORT
. June 9, 190
Maximum 88; mini
Temperature
mum, .45; range 43.
Humidity 6 a. m., 49; 12 m., 18;
4
;
6 p. m., 19; mean 36.
Forecast
Fair tonight and Thurs
day.
'

'

.

'

Founds for 25 c

2

y

"The Store Tbat'SAIways Busy"

p

Successor to
HEUnY LEVY. Gth Street
:

Nevada, a town of about 1,500 souls,
and is succeeding finely in his pro
fessional vrork. Hie father at Colorado Springs has helped him to a fine
cement ".hotel on the first floor of
which he has his office. The hotel
is leased 'and brings in a goodly sum
each month in rentage.

FOR SALE
Heavy work team,
sound and young; also good family
driver. Inquire H. .0. Brown TryiC. Lucero, a clerk at E. Rosenwald
.
ng Co.
& Son's, was reported helpless from
lumbago yesterday.
t a meeting of the city school
board
Monday evening, a vacancy or
B.
Dance Wednesday night at F.
two la the city schools may be filled
O'Brien.
Edw.
hall. Mrs.
upon recommendation of the committee having the matter in hand.
Eleven of the finest White Leghorn
chickens for ten cents at the L. V.
Call up Main 276 for carnationt
Mercantile Co.'s. This week only.
and other cut flowers. Floral designs
Percy
made up on short notice.
'A business meeting of the board of Onion.
regents of Normal Unlversit7 has
been called for this evening.
Red Cloud tribe No. ,1, Improved Order of Red Men, will meet tomcrrow
See display ad inside page of Sec evening for the nomination of a set
urity Brokerage Co.
of officers to serve for a period of
eix months from the date of installaOrder your cream from T, T. Turn- - tion.
er.
15 JEWEL FIRST CLASS
This is the regular night for the RELIABLE TIME PIECES ANY
meeting of the city council, but It Is MAKE OR SIZE AT COST, Security
not likely that a Quorum will be got- Brokerage Co.
'
ten together. '
Eleven chickens for ten cents at
V. Mercantile Co. You'll see an
Always hot water at Nolette barber
other such an offer when Admiral Ev
shop;
ans brings the Atlantic fleet up the
Horrors! Eleven chickens fo? ten Gallinas.
cents at the L. V. Mercantile Co. and
For Sale Splendid young mules
papa's a butcher. Isn't it awful, Ma
and horses, also very beautiful five
bel?
year old gaited saddler stallion, very
con cheap. Charles Glasgow, Colfax N.
There will be another open-ai- r
"..
cert by Mayflower band In the plaza M.
park tomorrow ,evenlng.
At a meeting of the board o direc
Snaps in Reliable watches at cos- t- tors of the Kansas Gas & Cement com
no mistake. Security Brokerage Co.
pany, Monday evening, reports of officers were received, bills were audMembers of the Las Vgas Chib,,wlll ited and ordered paid and other rou
i
he smoker upstairs In, the tine business transacted.build
Danziger
lag this evening.
The city physician . reports that
there
are no symptoms of scarlet fe
room
brick
Rent
Seven
For
house,
ver at 1017 Seventh street, despite
811 Main St. Inquire 822 Douglas..
reports to the contrary. This will be
No fishing or hunting allowed at reassuring news to the residents in
that vicinity.
L. H. Moslmann ranch.
LOCAL NEWS.

EADINO UNDERTAKERS,
ICENSED EMDALMERS

hzva exclusively the only white
funeral car In Las Vcgns.
Wo

RIGHT SERVICES

'

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

131.

- A

Test .
Simple
are
want

desto know whether you
If you
tined to be a success or failure financially,
'

you can easily find out

-

Caai You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
v
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
'

A baseball club composed of ticket
J. M. Casaus, a member' of the
from both sides of the
players
stock firm of Carlos Casaus & Son at
Effvflra pobtofflce. orders ' the Dally has Just 'been organized. It will be
as (he Las Vegaa Regulars. A
Optic sent to his address at Santa
new pitcher will be imported from the
Rosa, N. M., for a year., '
east, and then the Regulars will de-f- y
any club In New Mexico.
Paul Mcintosh, who married Miss
Mayme Callahan in this city, la now
a practicing' dentist ' at Las Vegas, J. J. Gaughan, who was formerlv
a brakeman out of Las Vegas, subse
quently being proprietor of a bowline
alley on Railroad avenue and figuring
m a sensational .rlivnrm
been heard from In Panama. He Is
now attached to the Itshmian police
force within the boundary of the can
al zone and fills the position of desk
sergeant. His wife has presumably
returned to her home in Chanute.
Kansas.

17b Got. .AM

MONEY SAVED
Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want fo? cooking,

On Domestic Coal,

Free from Slate or Slack

CONDON
Foot Main St

Crackers
Bin C3$

FiOS72

l7o CJouo Fltio
Zanaao City 'and f'atlvo

Large invoice re cslvcd today, fresh

A

Fine native VczL
i ..

ff'

ir--

i

your order

'

Fstsho f.lzln 10 ,
f

f,",

VI

Don't Bake

LINE

It's too Hot!
BUY YOUR BAKERY GOODS

Sweet,

Soir

-

Boucher's
PICKLES
just received

"BAKED FRESH EVERT

v

DAY"
v

Jolm A. Papen,
-

GROCER AND BUTCHER,

in ttie mosf
SANITARY BAKERY

i

"

in

,

Phone 144 and 145

New Mexico.

Order Early

served

PROMPT DELIVERY

and ItrlGpy.

;

HYGEIA ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED
PRICES

WATER

:

lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
"
30c
to 2,000 lbs. "
"
"
40c
to 1,000 lbs. "
"
50c
to 200 lbs. "
" . 75c
"
Less than 50 lbs. "
McGviire & Webb
CRYSTAL ICE CO..
Phone Main 227
2,000
1,000
200
50

(

Suits for Hen

111"

Qrcssre, Caicksrss n&d Dzksr

"

rest, yon want to look at, and try
on, some of our latest variety
Suits made by
4

Hart Schaffoer

II,

STEARNS

Grocer.

Marx
(V

'

A lot of Smart new ideas in

Reward.

The uhdffratenfid
reward of Ten Dollars for information
leading to conviction of the party or
parties- wno turned in the false fire
alarm Friday bight ab&ut 11 o'clock.
THE E.' ROMERO HOSE CO.
per Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld, Foreman.

these Suits will certainly please
'

you.

-

.

The new fabrics are

exceptional-l- y

,

beantifulfy.

at

as Harvey's lower ranch.
T. T. TURNER.

Finch'a Golden Wedding Rye. ageo
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
Copyright iyc9
you. At the Lobby, of course.

&

;

NO FISHING.
No fishing will be allowed at
my
Sunny Brook ranch, formerly known

.

v

If you like to wear clothes that
are justa little different than the

,

J

AT.

,

and Dill

Henry Goke started to Las Vegas from his home at Sapello yester
day morning, driving a valuable, old
horse that has belonged to the family
for many years. When a few miles
out on the road, the animal stumbled
end fell, dislocating the bones of a
leg. It is thought a veterinary surgeon will soon have the horse all
right again.

'

Cccf and f.luttcn
CIvo V3

1I

Phone Main 85

,

MEXICO.

Phone Main 21

Get Our Prices before buying.

morrow two committees from the
board will go to the country, one drivStraight Guggenheim rye
We don't handle goods we cannot ing out to Las DIspensas and the oth- - over the bar at the Antlers.
ed to Los Vlglles to inspect claims
expect to wear up to guarantee, Sec
upon which action will be taken.
urity Brokerage Co.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.

w;

"

Bridge. Street.

fested in drills.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

D.

HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

a

N

;

.'

'

DEALERS IN

.

A' PALFA,

The board of trustees of the Las
Troop A had a very satisfactory
FOR RENT Good pasture with plendr'll last night Progress Is being Vegas grant drove out to the Monto-yty of good water. Mrs. Green.
allotment la a body today. To
made in tactics and Interest mani-

The First National Bank
OF LAS VEGAS. 'NEW

REASONABLE PRISES

y

.

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

at

Phone Main ?50. 625 Douglas

;

Flour

'

Bridge Street.

,

Use Our

-

15

?

Foot

Itaig

STORE

GOODS

DRY

SPECIAL CALE

Best

A Delicious arid Nutritious Dish.

T5he

EXCLUSIVE

"

'

The Boston Clothing Rouse

M. GR.EENDERGER.
l.y

Hft

r

SJnilmr h Mvi

Proprietor.

'

